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Policy Implications of Transportation Network Companies

Transportation network companies (TNCs) are rapidly expanding organizations that use digital technologies to connect passengers to drivers who use their personal vehicles to provide for-hire ride services. This research was designed to help Texas policy makers navigate the evolving policy considerations presented by the rising popularity—and accompanying controversy—of TNCs. This report presents the findings of a TNC legislative and regulatory review, discussions of priority issues related to TNC policy, and future considerations related to TNC policy. These findings include:

- As of August 2017, 48 states and Washington, D.C., have passed at least one piece of legislation regulating some aspect of TNCs. The report identifies the states that passed legislation creating a statewide TNC framework, states that passed legislation that regulates insurance only, and states that do not have statewide legislation. Researchers tracked legislative activity through August 2017 to create a database of TNC legislation across the United States.

- In September 2012, the first TNC services launched in Dallas, Texas (1). As of August 2017, at least six TNCs were operating in Texas and providing service in dozens of Texas cities. According to the 2016 Texas Transportation Poll, about 22 percent of Texans surveyed have used a TNC (2).

- Between 2014 and 2016, 20 Texas cities approved regulations regarding TNCs. These local ordinances addressed issues such as operating permits and fees, background check requirements, operational standards, and protections for passengers. These regulations were nullified by the state-level regulations introduced in May 2017.

The report evaluates and discusses the following priority issues discussed in the 2017 Texas legislative session:

- HB 100 clarifies the relationship of TNCs and motor carriers under Texas law, stating in Section 2402.002 “Transportation network companies and drivers logged in to the company’s digital network are not common carriers, contract carriers, or motor carriers” (3).

- A majority of state legislation overrules, or preempts, the local authority of cities to regulate, tax, or impose rules on TNCs. The national status of state preemption policy in TNC legislation as of August 2017 is included in the report.

- Several studies find correlations between TNC activity and impaired-driving activity but cannot conclusively conclude that TNCs are directly responsible for these trends. Additional research is needed to link TNC ridership data to impaired-driving outcomes.
Forty-two states and Washington, D.C., require TNCs to have a name-based background check conducted for a TNC driver before, or within a specified amount of time after, that driver is allowed to operate. However, no state law currently requires fingerprint-based background checks for TNC drivers.

Policy makers, TNCs, and the public see public safety as a primary consideration for TNC operation, and the TNC business model incorporates new technology to provide safety features, some of which may increase public safety. However, more research is needed to identify which safety features and regulatory policies contribute to increasing safety and to ensure that policies are not unnecessarily hindering market innovation.

There are questions about whether TNC services are accessible to transportation-disadvantaged groups, such as older adults, low-income individuals, individuals with disabilities, or individuals who live in rural areas. However, the limited information available about TNC users and service areas suggests that TNCs primarily serve users who have higher incomes in urban areas.

TNC data can provide meaningful information to understand the role of TNCs and to inform decision making about transportation policy. However, due to TNCs’ concerns about privacy and competition, data-sharing agreements have not been common between TNCs and government agencies.

Transit agencies across the country are exploring partnership opportunities with TNCs to identify the potential for mutual benefits. However, TNC and transit partnerships face challenges related to existing funding and regulatory frameworks for transit agencies; liability, insurance, and driver training concerns; and nondiscrimination and accessibility policies. Solutions for longer-term funding of TNC pilots and transit partnerships, and for clarifying how TNC services fit into transit liability and accessibility requirements, are needed to expand these types of programs.

TNCs have the potential to support many transportation programs and goals by offering new travel modes for individuals who have difficulty driving themselves or accessing public transportation, an alternative for individuals who might otherwise drive impaired, a means to increase vehicle occupancy, or a tool to incentivize ride pooling and control growth in vehicle miles traveled. As policy makers continue to seek out ways to ensure TNCs have positive benefits, they can monitor emerging considerations such as the following.

- TNC and Taxi Regulation Harmonization.
- TNCs and Automated Vehicles.
- Effects of TNC Policy on Future Market Activity.
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Executive Summary

Transportation network companies (TNCs) have expanded rapidly in cities worldwide, leading policy makers, regulators, other transportation providers, and the public to consider the policy implications of TNC services on the transportation network. TNCs are organizations that use digital technologies to connect passengers with drivers who use their personal vehicles to provide for-hire ride services.

This research is designed to help Texas policy makers navigate the evolving policy considerations presented by the rising popularity—and accompanying controversy—of TNCs. This report presents the findings of a TNC legislative and regulatory review, discussions of priority issues related to TNC policy, and future considerations related to TNC policy.

Policy makers in Texas and elsewhere are interested in the development and growth of TNCs because TNC services have potential implications for transportation regulation, public safety, economic development, transportation accessibility, equity, and the role of new technologies in transportation. At the same time, many of these issues present uncertainties because TNCs are part of a new and evolving industry.

State TNC Legislation in the United States

Since the introduction of ride sourcing, state and local policy makers and regulators have acted quickly to respond to these new and disruptive companies. As of August 2017, 48 states and Washington, D.C., have passed at least one piece of legislation regulating some aspect of TNCs. The amount and degree of regulation vary from state to state:

- 43 states and Washington, D.C., have laws that address operating permits and fees, background check requirements, operational standards, and protections for passengers.
- Five states—Alabama, Hawaii, Louisiana, Minnesota, and Washington—have laws that address only insurance requirements for TNCs and TNC drivers (4).
- Two states—Oregon and Vermont—have no statewide legislation, though TNCs are regulated under local city or county regulations.

Figure 1 shows the states that have passed state TNC legislation, states that passed legislation that regulates insurance only, and states that do not have statewide legislation. Researchers have tracked legislative activity through August 2017 to create a database of TNC legislation across the United States.
TNC Policy in Texas

In September 2012, the first TNC services launched in Dallas, Texas (1). As of August 2017, at least six TNCs operate in Texas and provide service in dozens of Texas cities. According to the 2016 Texas Transportation Poll, about 22 percent of Texans surveyed have used a TNC (2).

Between 2014 and 2016, 20 Texas cities approved regulations regarding TNCs. These local ordinances addressed issues such as operating permits and fees, background check requirements, operational standards, and protections for passengers. These regulations were nullified by the state-level regulations introduced in May 2017.

Texas state lawmakers have passed the following legislation regarding TNCs:

- **House Bill (HB) 1733.** In 2015, Texas lawmakers passed HB 1733, which introduced a set of insurance liability requirements for TNCs and TNC drivers. This legislation went into effect on January 1, 2016 (5). The law requires TNC drivers to have primary automobile insurance that allows them to operate as TNC drivers. The TNC, TNC driver, or a combination of both can maintain the automobile insurance.

- **HB 100.** In May 2017, Texas lawmakers passed HB 100, which introduced a more comprehensive statewide regulatory framework than was previously in place for TNCs.
HB 100 introduced a set of regulations that require a TNC permit, operational requirements, driver and vehicle standards, and passenger protections. In addition, HB 100 nullified all local TNC regulations and established one set of statewide regulations governing TNCs.

**Priority TNC Policy Issues**

In the 2017 Texas legislative session, Texas policy makers introduced and discussed legislation to authorize and regulate TNCs statewide. A set of priority issues related to TNCs based on those discussed in the legislative session and in academic and public discourse was evaluated in more detail. This report summarizes the findings.

**Are TNCs Considered Motor Carriers in the Texas Transportation Code?**

TNCs and TNC drivers offer commercial transportation services that have similarities to commercial motor carrier activities. Researchers evaluated whether these regulations may legally apply to a TNC or TNC driver operating in Texas. In particular, the question was whether a TNC or TNC driver is or is not considered a motor carrier under motor carrier regulations in the Texas Transportation Code. Researchers reviewed the regulatory framework and case law to find that a TNC is probably not considered a motor carrier under Texas Transportation Code Section 643.001 because TNCs are explicitly defined to not “control” TNC drivers. However, TNCs cannot be clearly excluded based on the definition of a motor carrier in the Texas Transportation Code. A TNC driver, as defined in the Texas Insurance Code (6), conforms more closely to the definition of a motor carrier in the Texas Transportation Code than a TNC due to the driver’s role in operating the vehicle.

Ultimately, in Texas and other states, legislative actions were taken to amend existing motor carrier regulations and introduce TNC definitions to clarify the motor carrier status of TNCs. HB 100 clarifies the relationship of TNCs and motor carriers under Texas law. Section 2402.002 of HB 100 states, “Transportation network companies and drivers logged in to the company’s digital network are not common carriers, contract carriers, or motor carriers” (3).

**State Preemption of Local TNC Authority**

HB 100 explicitly overrules, or preempts, existing TNC ordinances and prohibits local authority from regulating TNCs. *Preemption* is a term for the use of state statutory or constitutional law to supersede or nullify a municipal ordinance or authority. Lawmakers support statewide TNC legislation that preempts local ordinances because the legislation is expected to reduce barriers to TNC operations and enable expansion to more areas of the state.

A majority of state legislation includes preemption of the local authority to regulate, tax, or impose rules on TNCs. The status of state preemption in TNC legislation as of August 2017 is as follows:
• 33 states explicitly preempt all local authority to regulate TNCs.

• 7 additional states include some form of limitation, or partial preemption, of local authority.

• The remaining 10 states do not prohibit local authority to introduce regulations. These states include the five insurance-only states and the two states with no statewide TNC legislation.

**TNCs and Impaired Driving**

Driving under the influence of alcohol, or impaired driving, is a major contributor to crashes and fatalities on roadways. Proponents argue that TNC services offer a safe transportation option for individuals who have been drinking. While anecdotal evidence suggests that TNCs are being used by individuals who go out drinking, formal research lacks data to attribute reductions in impaired driving and improved safety to any one factor, such as TNC services. Several studies find correlations between TNC activity and impaired-driving activity but cannot conclusively conclude that TNCs are directly responsible for these trends. Researchers have difficulty controlling for the effects of enforcement trends, population change, economic effects, and other unknown factors. The frequent use of TNCs by individuals under age 30 suggests that targeted programs could maximize impaired-driving reduction. The effect of TNC activity on reducing alcohol-related crashes may be stronger when costs are lower, which suggests that to incentivize TNC use, some sort of rider subsidy may be desirable. Additional research is needed to link TNC ridership data to impaired-driving outcomes.

**Concerns with Driver Background Checks**

During the 2017 Texas legislative session, and across the country, there were vigorous public debates about the nature and effectiveness of the use of different approaches to background checks to ensure public safety. The public discourse about TNC background checks has focused on the relative merits of two predominant types of checks routinely used to screen an individual’s criminal background: a fingerprint-based background check (typically conducted through a government agency) and a name-based check, which is the preferred screening approach of some TNCs (notably Uber and Lyft).

Forty-two states and Washington, D.C., require TNCs to have a background check conducted for a TNC driver before, or within a specified amount of time after, that driver is allowed to operate. State TNC legislation varies in terms of who conducts the background check, what databases are reviewed, and what disqualifies a driver from work eligibility. However, no state law currently requires fingerprint-based background checks for TNC drivers. Uber and Lyft have opposed
fingerprint-based background checks on the grounds that their third-party background checks are safe and reliable; both companies have suspended service in most locations where a fingerprint requirement has been imposed. Ultimately, however, no background check process can guarantee that an individual will not commit a crime in the future.

**Maintaining Public Safety**

Policy makers, TNCs, and the public see public safety as a primary consideration for TNC operations. The TNC business model incorporates new technology to provide safety features, some of which may increase public safety. This includes making the identification information of the driver and vehicle available prior to a ride, tracking and sharing the route, and collecting feedback and a rating for each trip. A 2016 study by Aite Group and Zendrive found that TNC drivers drive more safely than average drivers, based on attributes such as speeding, aggressive driving, phone use, and hard braking (7). The report concludes that the TNC rating system is likely a factor that contributes to TNC drivers’ behavior.

TNC regulation can be used to ensure that TNC features that increase safety are implemented. State TNC legislation frequently includes driver age minimums, cash payments, vehicle inspections, driver training, and limitations on driver hours, which may provide safety benefits. However, the impacts on driver and user safety are not documented. Furthermore, some policies may have other costs that can be weighed against perceived safety benefits. For example, digital credit card payments may increase safety for drivers but exclude individuals who do not or cannot use credit cards. More research is needed to identify which safety features and regulatory policies contribute to increasing safety and ensure that policies are not unnecessarily hindering market innovation.

**Equity and Accessibility Considerations**

The TNC service model has the potential to fill gaps in transportation networks and introduces a convenient travel option. At the same time, there are questions about whether TNC services are accessible to transportation-disadvantaged groups, such as older adults, low-income individuals, individuals with disabilities, or individuals who live in rural areas. However, the limited information available about TNC users and service areas suggests that TNCs primarily serve users who have higher incomes in urban areas.

Features of TNCs that may improve equity include the following:

- Requesting a ride through the app may reduce the likelihood that an individual is rejected based on traits such as race, gender, or appearance compared to street hails.
• Drivers do not know the destination of a trip before it is accepted, so they cannot try to avoid neighborhoods they consider unappealing.

Features of TNCs that risk creating inequity include the following:

• Individuals without access to a credit card cannot use TNC services.
• Individuals without access to a smartphone are less able to request rides.

Policy makers can consider how TNC policies influence the equity implications of TNC services. Data collection efforts, such as monitoring of wheelchair-accessible TNC ride requests, which is required in some states, offer an opportunity to learn more about the demand for rides.

**Data Sharing**

Data-sharing agreements that provide specific and accurate data, protect the privacy of TNC passengers and drivers, and do not limit TNC competition could help inform better transportation decision making. The National Association of City Transportation Officials provides guidelines in three areas where data-sharing standards can improve policy making and transportation planning:

• Better data for transportation planning in order to manage city streets, manage curb space, and prioritize moving people.
• Equitable access to mobility options and services for all segments of the population.
• Better tools for safety in order to identify design issues (8).

Thirty-four states and Washington, D.C., introduced basic data retention requirements that require TNCs to retain driver and trip records for one or more years. These regulations typically do not include a more involved data-sharing agreement, but in some states, the regulation allows regulators to audit these records in the case of a crash or violation. Six states require additional data-sharing requirements.

TNC data can provide meaningful information to understand the role of TNCs and to inform decision making about transportation policy. However, due to TNCs’ concerns about privacy and competition, data-sharing agreements have not been common between TNCs and government agencies.

**TNC and Transit Partnerships**

Transit agencies across the country are exploring partnership opportunities with TNCs to identify the potential for mutual benefits. Most agreements can be classified into five categories based on the type of service provided:

• Technology integration and data sharing.
• First-mile/last-mile service connections.
• Gap service/carpooling.
• Promotional fares/marketing services.
• Special populations/paratransit services.

However, TNC and transit partnerships face challenges related to existing funding and regulatory frameworks for transit agencies; liability, insurance, and driver training concerns; and nondiscrimination and accessibility policies. Solutions for longer-term funding of TNC pilots and transit partnerships, and for clarifying how TNCs fit into transit liability and accessibility requirements, are needed to expand these types of programs.

**Future Considerations for TNC Policy**

Policy makers in Texas and across the United States have introduced legislation to respond to the rapid growth of TNC services in cities across the United States. Early legislation authorized TNC services, addressed ambiguity about insurance liability, and introduced standards intended to protect the safety of the traveling public. TNCs have the potential to support many transportation programs and goals by offering new travel modes for individuals who have difficulty driving themselves or accessing public transportation, an alternative for individuals who might otherwise drive impaired, a means to increase vehicle occupancy, or a tool to incentivize ride pooling and control growth in vehicle miles traveled. As policy makers continue to seek out ways to ensure TNCs have positive benefits, they can monitor emerging considerations such as the following.

**TNC and Taxi Regulation Harmonization**

If the regulatory environment contributes to the disappearance of taxis, there may be negative consequences for individuals with disabilities and individuals without smartphones, credit cards, or bank accounts.

**TNCs and Automated Vehicles**

While TNCs and other new mobility services are evolving, the development of automated vehicles (AVs) presents another potential disruption in the transportation arena. Companies like Uber and Lyft, as well as many automobile manufacturing companies, are pursuing AV programs. AVs operated by TNCs could lead to different transportation outcomes based on the degree of sharing that occurs and whether AVs enable longer trips or generate more vehicle trips.

**Effects of TNC Policy on Future Market Activity**

Policy decisions can lead to unanticipated or undesirable side effects, such as efforts by incumbent companies to support regulations that create a situation where one party benefits from the decreased competition created by regulation (9). Monitoring the impact of legislation and considering approaches that adjust to the rapidly changing environment that disruptive technologies create will help policy makers ensure that TNCs contribute to goals including supporting economic growth, maintaining public safety, and increasing transportation options.
Chapter 1. Introduction

Transportation network company (TNC) is a term given to organizations, typically private companies, that have entered the transportation services market by offering transportation options that use digital technologies to connect passengers with drivers. TNC drivers use their personal vehicles to provide an on-demand for-hire ride service. This service is also called ride sourcing or ride hailing (10).

The most well-known TNCs may be Uber and Lyft, but today there are many companies operating in this arena (11). TNCs have expanded rapidly in cities worldwide, leading policy makers, regulators, other transportation providers, and the public to consider the policy implications of TNC services on the transportation network.

Policy makers in Texas and elsewhere are interested in the development and growth of TNCs because TNC services have potential implications for transportation regulation, public safety, economic development, transportation accessibility, equity, and the role of new technologies in transportation. At the same time, many of these issues present uncertainties because TNCs are part of a new and evolving industry.

As the private sector rapidly expands on-demand transportation services across Texas and the United States, policy makers can learn from legislation and implemented policies or programs related to TNCs in other states and cities. State and local agencies need to understand if and how these services may affect the provision of transportation to Texas travelers with different needs and in different geographic settings. These policies and programs can have implications for state and local transportation planning, design, and funding.

This research is designed to help Texas policy makers navigate the evolving policy considerations presented by the rising popularity—and accompanying controversy—of TNCs. This review analyzes existing TNC policies across the United States to investigate the implications of TNCs in the context of existing regulations and laws, as well as the potential policy implications of TNC operations in the future.

Short History of TNC Operations

Uber, the most ubiquitous of the TNCs, launched in 2010. In the earliest iteration, UberCab (as it was then named) offered a smartphone app to allow travelers to request rides from licensed luxury car and limousine drivers in San Francisco (12). This business model addressed two issues:

TNCs Operating in the United States in 2017

- Fare
- Fasten
- Get Me
- Liberty Mobility
- Lyft
- RideAustin
- Tride
- Uber
- Via
- Wingz
• Connecting passengers to professional drivers while they were between scheduled rides.
• Reducing long wait times and uncertainty for individuals looking to hail a cab.

Uber launched this service in New York City and Paris, France, in 2011. Especially in the early stages, Uber faced criticism and accusations that the service was illegally operating outside of highly regulated taxi and limousine markets.

In 2012, Lyft and Uber launched respective services in which the TNC connects passengers to non-professional drivers driving their own personal vehicles who provide rides for a fee, through a digital application or website. Since 2012, ride-sourcing services have been provided by numerous companies and are available in hundreds of cities across the United States.

The emergence of TNCs has generated uncertainty about the legality of the service they provide, criticism from the taxicab industry, and public safety concerns. TNCs have negotiated and clashed with policy makers as both parties navigate this new industry. Regulators and members of the public have made allegations that TNCs are illegally operating as unlicensed taxicabs, vehicles for hire, or other regulated transportation services across the country. Faced with this rapid expansion of a service that does not fit within the conventional approaches to transportation regulation, policy makers and regulators have now at least considered or passed legislation in every state.

Research Overview

This report presents the findings of a TNC legislative and regulatory review, discussions of priority issues related to TNC policy, and future considerations related to TNC policy.

This research evaluates the policies introduced by TNC legislation intended to protect public safety and regulate TNC operations. Building upon a regulatory evaluation started in 2015, researchers reviewed TNC legislation passed in the 50 states and Washington, D.C., through August 2017. In the seven years since TNCs first emerged, TNC legislation has been introduced rapidly in states and cities across the United States. These laws address policy areas including permits and fees, insurance and financial responsibility, driver and vehicle requirements, operational requirements, passenger protections, data reporting, and regulatory and rule-making authority.

In addition, throughout the course of this research, priority TNC issues were identified based on a review of legislative activity nationwide, academic and industry literature, public discourse about TNC activities, and input from the Texas Legislature. As priority issues were identified, researchers developed policy briefs to review each of these issues.

The remainder of this report is organized into the following chapters:

• “Chapter 2. TNC Legislation and Policy in the United States.”
• “Chapter 3. Priority TNC Policy Issues.”
• “Chapter 4. Future Considerations.”
Chapter 2. TNC Legislation and Policy in the United States

TNCs have provided app-based ride-sourcing services in the United States, including Texas, since 2012. However, they do not fit neatly into the existing regulatory environment for transportation and have caused disruption in the transportation marketplace. This chapter summarizes an evaluation of TNC legislation across the United States and the policy areas addressed in that legislation.

State TNC Legislation in the United States

Since the introduction of ride sourcing, state and local policy makers and regulators have acted quickly to respond to these new and disruptive companies. In 2013, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) released the first state-level ruling that legalized TNC services statewide and defined the term transportation network company. In 2014, Colorado enacted the first state-level legislation to authorize and regulate TNC operations.

As of August 2017, 48 states and Washington, D.C., have passed at least one piece of legislation regulating some aspect of TNCs. The amount and degree of regulation varies from state to state:

- 43 states and Washington, D.C., have laws that address operating permits and fees, background check requirements, operational standards, and protections for passengers.
- Five states—Alabama, Hawaii, Louisiana, Minnesota, and Washington—have laws that address only insurance requirements for TNCs and TNC drivers.
- Two states—Oregon and Vermont—have no statewide legislation, though TNCs are regulated under local city or county regulations.

Figure 2 shows the states that have passed state TNC legislation, states that passed legislation that regulates insurance only, and states that do not have statewide legislation. Researchers have tracked legislative activity through August 2017 to create a database of TNC legislation across the United States. The database provides the status and overview of state-level TNC legislation passed in the 50 states and Washington, D.C., as discussed in the rest of this section.
Figure 2. State Legislation for Transportation Network Companies. Darker blue shading indicates multiple bills passed. Alaska and Hawaii not drawn to scale.

Policy Summary of State TNC Legislation

Each state differs in terms of how issues related to TNCs are addressed and the amount and degree of regulation introduced. For example, five states address only insurance requirements in legislation, while other states have more comprehensive legislation and address issues such as operating permits and fees, background check requirements, operational standards, and protections for passengers.

TNC policy and regulations can be categorized into seven broad policy areas:

- Permits and fees.
- Insurance and financial responsibility.
- Driver and vehicle requirements.
- Operational requirements.
- Passenger protections.
- Data reporting.
- Regulatory and rule-making authority.
Table 1 provides descriptions of the types of policies that are included within each policy area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permits and fees</td>
<td>Authorizing TNCs, collecting fees, and establishing basic requirements for companies that want to provide TNC services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance and financial responsibility</td>
<td>Setting minimum requirements for insurance coverage, outlining the different periods of TNC driver operations (logged in and waiting for ride request, en route to passenger, and carrying passenger in vehicle), and, in some cases, noting the legal definition of an employee versus contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver and vehicle requirements</td>
<td>Establishing minimum requirements for driver qualifications, including a background check, and vehicle safety standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational requirements</td>
<td>Setting standards and actions required for TNC drivers and vehicles, relating to fares, signage, prohibition of alcohol and drug use, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger protections</td>
<td>Requiring TNCs to protect passenger personal information, accommodate individuals with disabilities, and comply with existing discrimination laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data reporting</td>
<td>Establishing minimum requirements for maintaining driver and trip information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory and rule-making authority</td>
<td>Granting authority to states, agencies, and/or airports to regulate TNC activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Researchers identified 30 policies and regulations that have been introduced into state legislation across the United States. Researchers documented the presence of these policies and regulations in all state TNC legislation and summarized the findings. Table 2 summarizes the policies found in states with statewide TNC legislation. The counts in the table exclude two states without state TNC legislation and five states with insurance-focused regulation only. The five insurance-focused states are discussed independently. The table presents 30 TNC policies, as well as the number and proportion of state legislation included in that policy.

**Most Common Policies in State TNC Legislation**

While the legislation and policy introduced across states vary, there are some common trends. The policies most frequently introduced at the state level are:

- Meet insurance requirements for the TNC and TNC driver (48 states and Washington, D.C.).
- Define ride-sourcing companies as TNCs (44 states and Washington, D.C.).
- Conduct or comply with background check requirements for drivers (42 states and Washington, D.C.).
- Require TNCs to disclose fares or rates to passengers (40 states and Washington, D.C.).
- Preempt some or all local authority to regulate TNCs (40 states).
Table 2. Policies and Regulations in State TNC Legislation as of August 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Areas and Policies</th>
<th>Number of States</th>
<th>Percent of States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TNC legislation with broad regulatory framework (including Washington, D.C.)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permits and fees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define companies as TNCs</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require a TNC permit</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish or specify a fund for TNC revenue</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require a permit or license for the TNC driver/operator</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance and financial responsibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet insurance requirements for the TNC and TNC driver</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comply with some definition of employee or workers compensation criteria</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver and vehicle requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct or comply with a background check requirement</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet a set of driver requirements/submit an application to the TNC</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comply with a TNC driver age minimum</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have a drug and alcohol use prohibition or policy (zero tolerance)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete a vehicle safety inspection or compliance requirement</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish a driver training program</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclose fares and rates to passengers</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make available driver identifying information to passengers</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide electronic receipt to passengers</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibit street hails</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibit cash payments</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display a trade dress, logo, or emblem on the TNC vehicle</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impose a limitation on TNC driver hours</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit dynamic pricing in a state of emergency</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclose dynamic pricing and require passenger confirmation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger protections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adopt a nondiscrimination policy</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide passengers an opportunity to request a wheelchair-accessible ride</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protect passengers’ personally identifying information</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect data on accessible ride requests</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data reporting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retain driver and trip records</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comply with additional reporting requirements</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory and rule-making authority</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preempt local authority to regulate TNCs (includes partial)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish airport rule-making authority</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish agency rule-making authority</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Washington, D.C., is counted as a state in this table. Colored shading reflects the proportion of states introducing a particular policy, from high (green) to low (red). States that are not included in this table are five states with insurance-only regulations (Alabama, Hawaii, Louisiana, Minnesota, and Washington) and two states with no statewide TNC legislation (Oregon and Vermont) as of August 2017.
Other Notable Policies in State TNC Legislation

In this evaluation of TNC regulation, researchers considered a range of policies including some that were not common. These policies highlight aspects of TNC operations that policy makers in some states chose to include in TNC legislation, including:

- Limit use of dynamic pricing in a state of emergency (six states and Washington, D.C.).
- Impose limitations on driver hours (six states).
- Comply with additional reporting requirements (other than retaining driver and trip records and performing occasional audits) (six states).
- Disclose to the passenger use of dynamic pricing or changing prices based on real-time demand (four states).
- Collect data on ride requests for accessible vehicles (four states and Washington, D.C.).
- Establish a driver training program (two states and Washington, D.C.).

States with Insurance-Focused TNC Legislation

Five states have TNC legislation that primarily regulates insurance requirements for TNCs and TNC drivers. Unlike the states with more complex regulatory frameworks, these five states impose almost no restrictions or requirements on other aspects of TNC operations. When TNCs first emerged, there was uncertainty about how and if existing insurance programs met the needs of TNC operations. Concern about public safety and liability in the event of a crash or other incident led many states to introduce legislation requiring insurance for TNC drivers. Table 3 summarizes policies introduced by states with insurance-focused TNC legislation.

Table 3. Regulations in States with Insurance-Only TNC Legislation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Year Legislation Passed</th>
<th>Permits and Fees</th>
<th>Insurance and Financial Responsibility</th>
<th>Data Reporting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Define Companies as TNCs</td>
<td>Require Insurance</td>
<td>Comply with Some Definition of Employee or Workers Compensation Criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x (5 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of States</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Local TNC Regulation

Oregon and Vermont are the two states that do not have statewide TNC legislation as of August 2017. Instead, cities can introduce local TNC ordinances to regulate TNC operations. Cities such as Burlington, Vermont, and Portland, Oregon, have developed TNC ordinances. In some states, local and state regulations coexist. For example, in South Dakota, lawmakers passed state TNC legislation that only prohibits local jurisdictions from enacting regulations about insurance requirements. South Dakota cities can introduce local operational regulations. Similarly, in states that introduced insurance-only legislation—Alabama, Hawaii, Louisiana, Minnesota, and Washington—cities are not prohibited from passing local TNC ordinances (13,14).

Policies at the local level include similar policies to those found at the state level, such as operating permits, insurance requirements, and zero tolerance policies for drivers. Cities have also introduced policies that are not typically found at the state level. For example, Houston passed requirements to require wheelchair-accessible vehicles among TNC vehicles in order to increase accessibility of the service for individuals with disabilities and older riders. In Texas cities that previously introduced local TNC ordinances, policies included requiring the disclosure of dynamic pricing to passengers and limits on how that kind of pricing was used. Only Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Nebraska include a similar policy at the state level. Several Texas cities also addressed the regulation of taxi operations at the same time as introducing TNC regulations that reflect the new business models and the use of technology introduced by TNCs.

TNC Policy in Texas

In September 2012, the first TNC services launched in Dallas, Texas (1). As of August 2017, at least six TNCs operate in Texas and provide service in dozens of Texas cities. According to the 2016 Texas Transportation Poll, about 22 percent of Texans surveyed have used a TNC (2). State and local lawmakers in Texas considered and passed TNC regulations. This section provides an overview of local TNC ordinances and statewide TNC legislation in Texas.

State-Level TNC Legislation in Texas

The following is a summary of legislation passed in Texas concerning TNCs. Figure 3 summarizes the policies House Bill (HB) 1733 and HB 100 enacted.

House Bill 1733

In 2015, Texas lawmakers passed HB 1733, which introduced a set of insurance liability requirements for TNCs and TNC drivers. This legislation went into effect on January 1, 2016 (5). The law requires TNC drivers to have primary automobile insurance that allows them to operate as TNC drivers. The TNC, TNC driver, or a combination of both can maintain the automobile insurance.
House Bill 100

In May 2017, Texas lawmakers passed HB 100, which introduced a more comprehensive statewide regulatory framework than was previously in place for TNCs. HB 100 introduced a set of regulations that require a TNC permit, operational requirements, driver and vehicle standards, and passenger protections. In addition, HB 100 nullified local TNC regulations and established one set of statewide regulations governing TNCs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Areas and Policies</th>
<th>Policy Enacted in Texas Legislation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permits and fees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define companies as TNCs</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require a TNC permit and pay a $5,000 permit fee</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish or specify a fund for TNC revenue</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require a permit or license for the TNC driver/operator</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance and financial responsibility</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet insurance requirements for the TNC and TNC driver</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comply with some definition of employee or workers compensation criteria</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver and vehicle requirements</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct or comply with a background check requirement</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet a set of driver requirements/submit an application to the TNC</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comply with a TNC driver age minimum of 18 years</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have a drug and alcohol use prohibition or policy (zero tolerance)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete a vehicle safety inspection or compliance requirement</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish a driver training program</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational requirements</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclose fares and rates to passengers</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make available driver identifying information to passengers</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide electronic receipt to passengers</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibit street hails</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibit cash payments</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display a trade dress, logo, or emblem on the TNC vehicle</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impose a limitation on TNC driver hours</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit dynamic pricing in a state of emergency</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclose dynamic pricing and require passenger confirmation</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger protections</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adopt a nondiscrimination policy</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide passengers an opportunity to request a wheelchair-accessible ride</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protect passengers’ personally identifying information</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect data on accessible ride requests</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data reporting</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retain driver and trip records for two years</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comply with additional reporting requirements</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory and rule-making authority</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preempt local authority to regulate TNCs (includes partial)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish airport rule-making authority</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish agency rule-making authority</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Texas TNC Policies (Enacted by HB 1733 or HB 100).

Local TNC Regulations in Texas

Between 2014 and 2016, 20 Texas cities approved regulations concerning TNCs. These regulations were overruled and nullified by the state-level regulations introduced by HB 100. These local ordinances addressed issues such as operating permits and fees, background check
requirements, operational standards, and protections for passengers. Figure 4 provides a map of the cities in Texas that passed a local ordinance concerning TNCs.

TNCs suspended service in several Texas cities where TNC ordinances were enacted with policies that TNCs did not support. For example, in May 2016, Uber and Lyft suspended operations in Austin after a public vote affirmed an ordinance that required fingerprint-based background checks for TNC drivers (15). Uber and Lyft returned service to Austin on May 29, 2017, shortly after Governor Greg Abbot signed HB 100 into law (16).

Note: Data for this map were collected through March 2017. Subsequent action by the 85th Texas Legislature Regular Session to preempt local ordinances supersedes this information. Last update: March 2017

Figure 4. Texas Local TNC Ordinances (No Longer in Effect).
Chapter 3. Priority TNC Policy Issues

As policy makers in Texas and across the United States consider the role and implications of TNCs, many issues related to public safety, transportation impacts, and the economic and social implications of TNCs have been raised in public debate.

In the 2017 Texas legislative session, Texas policy makers introduced and discussed legislation to authorize and regulate TNCs statewide. This chapter presents brief assessments of a set of priority issues related to TNCs based on those discussed in the legislative session and in academic and public discourse. The following priority issues were evaluated in more detail, and the findings are summarized in the following sections:

- Are TNCs considered motor carriers in the Texas Transportation Code?
- State preemption of local TNC authority.
- TNCs and impaired driving.
- Concerns with driver background checks.
- Maintaining public safety.
- Equity and accessibility considerations.
- Data sharing.
- TNC and transit partnerships.

This chapter presents a brief discussion of each priority issue, including background on the issue, a summary of relevant research findings, the implications for the policy areas discussed in Chapter 2, and a summary of key takeaways for policy makers, transportation providers, and the public.

Are TNCs Considered Motor Carriers in the Texas Transportation Code?

TNCs introduced new technologies and business models that do not fit neatly into the existing regulatory frameworks in the transportation industry. Specifically, the use of a vehicle for commercial purposes raised the question of whether TNCs or TNC drivers are subject to existing regulations for commercial vehicles and drivers. This research summarizes the findings of an exploration of the definitions and exemptions in the Texas Transportation Code’s motor carrier regulations to identify whether these regulations may legally apply to TNCs operating in Texas. The question posed was: Are TNCs and/or TNC drivers subject to Texas regulations that govern motor carriers as defined in Sections 643.001 and 643.002 of the Texas Transportation Code (17)?
In May 2017, Texas lawmakers passed HB 100, which further clarified the relationship of TNCs and motor carriers under Texas law. Section 2402.002 of HB 100 states, “Transportation network companies and drivers logged in to the company’s digital network are not common carriers, contract carriers, or motor carriers” (3). The analysis presented in this section presents the analysis undertaken before the passage of HB 100. Relevant laws and exemptions in the existing code were identified and evaluated to determine if and how existing regulations of motor carriers apply to TNCs and TNC drivers in Texas. The full evaluation of the Texas motor carrier definitions and exemptions can be found in a supplementary technical memorandum (18).

**Background**

The motor carrier regulations are found within Subtitle F Commercial Motor Vehicles of the Texas Transportation Code. In practice, it seems that motor carrier regulations are typically imposed on commercial motor vehicles that are trucks and buses. Entities subject to the Texas motor carrier regulations, such as trucks and buses, must comply with regulations overseen by the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles including registration, permit fee, safety, vehicle, and insurance requirements. Passenger travel services such as taxi services are regulated at the municipal level and are not regulated as motor carriers in Texas.

TNCs are corporate entities that provide transportation network services by connecting passengers to TNC drivers. TNC drivers are individuals who drive personal vehicles used to transport customers from place to place, which is a function of some motor carriers as well. TNC vehicles, which are exclusively passenger vehicles that hold fewer than 15 passengers, do not fit the definition of a commercial motor vehicle in Texas. However, the size and capacity attributes are not specified in the Texas motor carrier definition, and therefore, for the purposes of this review, the assumption is that a legal ruling could find a passenger vehicle subject to motor carrier regulations.

Existing regulations governing motor carriers were created before the advent of the TNC model and the technologies it relies on, but the existing legal framework is likely flexible enough to provide guidance on these new transportation activities. Section 643.001 Definitions of Texas Transportation Code, Title 7 Vehicles and Traffic, Subtitle F Commercial Motor Vehicles, Chapter 643 Motor Carrier Registration, defines a motor carrier as (17):

> …an individual, association, corporation, or other legal entity that controls, operates, or directs the operation of one or more vehicles that transport persons or cargo over a road or highway in this state.

TNCs are explicitly, but partly, excluded from this definition by Texas Insurance Code Section 1954.102 Control of Transportation Network Company Drivers, which clarifies that (19):

> …a transportation network company does not control, direct, or manage a personal vehicle or a transportation network company driver who connects to the company’s digital network except as agreed by written contract.
Legal Review Findings

Although existing regulations governing motor carriers were created before the advent of the TNC model and the technologies it relies on, the existing legal framework in Texas is flexible enough to provide guidance on these new transportation activities. However, since this review is not a formal legal analysis, the authors do not make a legal judgment on whether a TNC or TNC driver is or is not considered a motor carrier under Texas law. This review does offer several non-binding findings.

TNCs as Motor Carriers

A review of the existing regulatory framework and case law suggests that TNCs are probably not considered motor carriers but cannot be clearly excluded from the definition of a motor carrier in Texas Transportation Code Section 643.001 or exempt under Section 643.002. The existing legal context does not provide enough factual material to conclusively reject the possibility that a TNC may be considered a motor carrier under Texas law. As defined in the Texas Insurance Code Section 1954.102, a TNC does not control, direct, or manage a personal vehicle or a TNC driver. This presents a case to say that a TNC does not fit the definition of a motor carrier. However, while case law provides some guidance on similar determinations where entities not directly involved in the physical driving of vehicles could still be considered motor carriers, no prior cases focused on passenger transportation.

Most of the exemptions in Texas Transportation Code Section 643.002 do not apply to TNCs. However, this review could not conclusively reject that a TNC could be found exempt from the motor carrier regulations under the following two exemptions in Section 643.002:

- A motor vehicle the department by rule exempts because the vehicle is subject to comparable registration and a comparable safety program administered by another governmental entity.
- A motor vehicle used to transport passengers and operated by an entity whose primary function is not the transportation of passengers, such as a vehicle operated by a hotel, daycare center, public or private school, nursing home, or similar organization.

TNC Drivers as Motor Carriers

A review of the existing regulatory framework suggests that a TNC driver may fall under the definition of a motor carrier under Texas law. A TNC driver, as defined in the Texas Insurance Code, seems to conform to the definition of a motor carrier in the Texas Transportation Code more closely than a TNC due to the driver’s role in operating the vehicle. Applying the definition of a TNC driver from the Texas Insurance Code, a TNC driver—an individual who operates a vehicle to provide transportation—could reasonably be considered a motor carrier. In the Texas Transportation Code, Section 643.001, a motor carrier is defined as an individual or legal entity that “controls, operates, or directs the operation of one or more vehicles that transport persons or cargo over a road or highway in this state.”
Only one exemption in Texas Transportation Code Section 643.002 may be deemed applicable to TNC drivers and could not be conclusively rejected in this review: a motor vehicle the department by rule exempts because the vehicle is subject to comparable registration and a comparable safety program administered by another governmental entity.

*Lessons from Other State Legislation*

Other states have addressed the question of whether TNCs are considered motor carriers. In some states, TNCs have been considered motor carriers under similar state statutes. Other states have addressed this question by including amendments to the definition of motor carrier to clarify whether a TNC is or is not considered a motor carrier under state law. Three examples of how other states addressed this issue are as follows:

- In Colorado, TNCs were deemed to be subject to the authority of the state Public Utilities Commission. Colorado Senate Bill 14-125 clarifies that TNCs are not “common carriers, contract carriers, or motor carriers” and that neither TNCs nor TNC drivers are considered common carriers. Instead, the bill adds a new Part 6 Transportation Network Companies to impose distinct regulations on TNCs in the same Article 10.1 Motor Carriers that regulates taxicabs, limousines, and other common and contract carriers (20).

- Montana lawmakers passed Senate Bill 0396 in 2015, which adds ride-sourcing companies to the state motor carrier code as transportation network carriers. A transportation network carrier is classified as a Class E motor carrier, a new class added to the state code under Title 69 Public Utilities and Carriers, Chapter 12 Motor Carriers (21). The term *motor carrier* is defined as “a person or corporation, or its lessees, trustees, or receivers appointed by a court, operating motor vehicles upon a public highway in this state for the transportation of passengers, household goods, or garbage for hire on a commercial basis, either as a common carrier or under private contract, agreement, charter, or undertaking. A motor carrier includes a transportation network carrier.” (The underlined text was added by Senate Bill 0396.) The code clarifies that a transportation network carrier is not “deemed to control, direct, or manage the personal vehicles…or drivers.”

- The Oklahoma Transportation Network Company Services Act clarifies that a TNC “shall not be considered motor carriers of persons as defined in Section 230.23 of Title 47 of the Oklahoma Statutes, nor shall TNCs or TNC drivers be considered to provide taxicab, limousine, or similar for-hire motor carrier service” (22). Taxis licensed by a municipal corporation to operate in a city or town are also excluded from the Oklahoma motor carrier code (23).

A review of legislative and regulatory activity related to TNCs in other states found that several states use amendments to existing motor carrier regulations and the introduction of TNC definitions to clarify the motor carrier status of TNCs. While in Texas passenger travel services
such as taxi services are not regulated as motor carriers under state law, in some states taxis, for-hire passenger vehicles, and now TNCs are regulated at the state level.

Summary

TNCs and TNC drivers offer commercial transportation services that have some similarities to commercial motor carrier activities that are regulated under motor carrier regulations in the Texas Transportation Code. A review of regulatory framework and case law was undertaken to evaluate whether a TNC or TNC driver is or is not considered a motor carrier under Texas law. However, since this review is not a formal legal analysis, the authors do not make legal judgment on whether a TNC or TNC driver is or is not considered a motor carrier under Texas law. This non-binding legal review identified the following findings:

- A TNC is probably not considered a motor carrier under Texas Transportation Code Section 643.001 because TNCs are explicitly defined to not “control” TNC drivers. However, TNCs cannot be clearly excluded from the definition of a motor carrier in the Texas Transportation Code.

- A TNC driver may be considered a motor carrier under Texas Transportation Code Section 643.001. A TNC driver, as defined in the Texas Insurance Code (19), conforms more closely to the definition of a motor carrier than a TNC because of the driver’s direct role in operating the vehicle.

HB 100 further clarified the relationship of TNCs and motor carriers under Texas law with a clause that states, “Transportation network companies and drivers logged in to the company’s digital network are not common carriers, contract carriers, or motor carriers” (3).

State Preemption of Local TNC Authority

In 2017, Texas lawmakers passed a statewide TNC bill (HB 100). This bill explicitly overruled existing TNC ordinances and prohibits local authority to regulate TNCs. This is sometimes called state preemption of local authority. Preemption is a term for the use of state statutory or constitutional law to supersede or nullify a municipal ordinance or authority. Lawmakers support statewide TNC legislation that overrules or preempts local ordinances because the legislation is expected to reduce barriers to TNC operations and enable expansion to more areas of the state. While state versus local authority is an important governance issue, the issue is intertwined with the regulatory question of how much TNCs should be regulated (if at all) and the extent to which TNC regulations need to be tailored to local context.

This section presents the background and key considerations related to the jurisdictional authority to regulate TNCs and summarizes state legislation in the United States to preempt local authority to regulate TNCs.
Background on State Preemption

In the United States, each state has the power to create or authorize the creation of local governments and to determine the powers granted to those entities (24). The autonomy granted to cities is argued to enable municipalities to more quickly resolve local issues and to allow the state legislature to focus on issues of statewide significance (25). In Texas, cities with more than 5,000 residents are granted local governing authority, with limitations, under the Texas Constitution. Qualified cities can adopt a charter, establish a city government, and draft ordinances (26). As stated in Texas Local Government Code Section 51.072, these municipalities have the “full power of local self-government” (27). However, local laws must be consistent with, and can be overruled by, the Constitution or general law of the State of Texas (28).

State preemption, the use of state statutory or constitutional law to supersede or nullify a municipal ordinance or authority, has been applied in Texas and other U.S. states in recent years to policy areas including minimum wage, paid leave, municipal broadband, and home-sharing regulation (e.g., Airbnb) (29).

State Preemption in U.S. TNC Legislation

A majority of state legislation includes preemption of the local authority to regulate, tax, or impose rules on TNCs. The status of state preemption in TNC legislation as of August 2017 is as follows:

- 33 states explicitly preempt all local authority to regulate TNCs.
- 7 additional states include some form of limitation, or partial preemption, of local authority.
- 10 states do not prohibit local authority to introduce regulations. These states include the five insurance-only states and the two states with no statewide TNC legislation.

The implementation of partial preemption among the states varies. In South Dakota, the state legislature has not superseded local authority to regulate most aspects of TNC operations, except to ensure that “no municipality or county may enact further regulations relating to the insurance requirements provided in this Act” (30). In Pennsylvania, the public utilities commission regulates TNCs statewide, except in Philadelphia where the Philadelphia Parking Authority regulates taxis and TNCs (31). Twenty-three states also explicitly grant airport authorities the right to impose fees and impose requirements on TNCs on airport grounds. Nebraska considers TNCs to be common carriers, which are exclusively regulated by the Public Service Commission as specified by TNC legislation passed in 2015.

In 2017, Texas lawmakers approved HB 100, introducing a statewide regulatory framework in Texas and preempts local regulatory authority of TNCs.
**Potential Impacts of State Preemption of Local TNC Regulation**

The discussion of state versus local regulation of TNCs has implications for business development, local rights to self-govern, and taxi markets. The potential impacts in each of these areas are briefly discussed in this section. Examples of policies from other states and cities that exhibit unique solutions are also noted.

**Impact on Industry Expansion and Competition**

One argument in support of preemption is that statewide TNC legislation eliminates a patchwork of municipal regulations that impose a different set of requirements in each jurisdiction (32). Multiple regulations may create administrative costs for TNCs or make it more difficult for one TNC to expand to other jurisdictions. One Texas lawmaker stated that TNCs cannot “operate effectively through a patchwork of inconsistent and anti-competitive regulations” (33). State-level TNC legislation typically mandates the same set of regulations and operational requirements for TNCs and TNC drivers across a state and creates a uniform environment for TNCs to operate in multiple cities. However, there is no reported evidence that enacted municipal regulations have significantly slowed the rapid growth of TNCs nationwide.

**Disparity between Taxi and TNC Regulations**

Taxis and limousines are regulated at the city level in Texas and in most other states. Some opponents of state preemption of TNC regulations argue that statewide TNC regulation amounts to “special treatment” for TNCs because taxis are still regulated locally (34). When Uber and Lyft first launched ride-sourcing services, some regulators and taxi companies argued that TNCs were operating illegally outside of the highly regulated taxi and limousine markets. TNCs claim that they are not taxi companies or even transportation providers because their role is to manage the application that connects drivers to passengers (35). In practice, TNCs provide similar services to taxis, compete in overlapping markets, and increasingly incorporate the same technologies.

The emergence of TNCs has undoubtedly changed the market conditions for taxis, yet in most states taxi regulations remain unchanged. Taxis are regulated at the city level in Texas and most other states. Taxi regulations are often viewed as more restrictive than newly developed TNC regulations. For example, cities often regulate the maximum number of taxi licenses, how prices are set, and what color a vehicle can be painted. Taxi drivers are often required to have special equipment (e.g., taximeters), obtain commercial driver’s insurance, and undergo fingerprint-based background checks.

In some cases, policy makers have made efforts to align TNC and taxi regulations. In Michigan, lawmakers revised existing taxi and limousine laws to create a single set of regulations for all vehicles for hire (36). Washington, D.C., and Fort Worth, Texas, revised their existing ordinances by eliminating many requirements on taxis and implementing a single vehicle-for-
hire ordinance that applies to both taxi companies and TNCs (37). However, more commonly, when TNC regulation is passed at the state level, taxi regulation remains at the local level.

Furthermore, taxis have some operational practices that differ from TNCs, such as accepting street hails, accepting cash payments, and serving individuals with disabilities or who use a wheelchair. A study of New York City’s for-hire vehicle market also reveals a decline in taxi ridership as TNC ridership has increased (38). If the regulatory environment contributes to the TNC market squeezing out taxis, the disparity may have negative consequences for individuals with disabilities and individuals without smartphones, credit cards, or bank accounts (who are not able to use the all-digital TNC payment system).

**Capacity to Regulate and Enforce TNC Regulations**

The question of whether a state should preempt local authority to regulate for-hire ride services may also weigh the interest in encouraging competition in the for-hire ride services market with regulations deemed necessary to protect public safety and welfare. A case in favor of local TNC authority is that established local agencies for taxi regulation and traffic enforcement can oversee and enforce TNC regulations. Local authorities and policy makers may also be able to more quickly adapt to changing TNC services and resolve local issues than a biennial legislature (25). Statewide regulation has the potential to enable TNCs to operate across jurisdictions, expanding access to transportation options and enabling individuals across the state to become drivers, while implementing uniform high-level public safety regulations. The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles and Department of Licensing and Regulation currently provide licensing and oversight for various vehicle and occupational activities in Texas.

The taxi industry provides evidence that for-hire ride services may require a range of regulatory needs and solutions in different contexts. Taxis are typically regulated at the municipal level, but variation is found across U.S. states. Schaller argues that the jurisdictional issues and regulatory needs are different for ride services based on street hailing or flagging down a ride (flag market) than for those that use dispatchers who receive requests and send out a driver (dispatch market) (39). TNCs operate like traditional dispatch services by using digital technologies to direct a driver to a passenger. In states with minimal flag markets, statewide regulation of both TNCs and taxis may create a regulatory environment that treats dispatch-based ride services similarly and achieves the desired level playing field for for-hire ride services.

Regions with extensive taxi flag markets have historically faced issues such as oversupply and fare gouging (Figure 5). These issues have been argued to require a local or regional regulatory authority with the ability to coordinate with other local transportation providers and to effectively enforce necessary regulations (39). As noted previously, some states address this with taxi regulation that is shared between state and local authorities. New York, Nevada, and Pennsylvania all have unique arrangements where a state agency includes a dedicated city-specific focus to address complex markets in one or more unique sub-markets (e.g., New York City, Las Vegas, and Philadelphia).
Conclusion

State preemption of local TNC authority is narrowly about the question of which level of government is best positioned to regulate TNCs, rather than how much or what kind of regulation is appropriate. Discussions on state and local authority are often intertwined with discussions about specific policies (such as the form of background checks that best ensure the safety of drivers and passengers) and how to achieve overarching goals (such as encouraging economic growth). In practice, state TNC regulation generally entails less intense regulation than local ordinances. Other states have demonstrated that regulation and oversight may be shared among state and local authorities, especially in regions with large for-hire markets.

Priority issues related to state preemption include the impact on industry expansion and competition, the disparity between taxi and TNC regulations, and the capacity of various agencies to monitor and enforce TNC regulations. Regardless of whether TNC regulation occurs at the state or local level, questions remain unanswered about the intensity of regulation that is required to protect public safety without hindering industry innovation and growth.

TNCs and Impaired Driving

Driving under the influence of alcohol (DUI), or impaired driving, is a major contributor to crashes and fatalities on roadways. Proponents argue that TNC services offer a safe transportation option for individuals who have been drinking, particularly among young adults, who are both more frequent TNC users and a segment of the population that may drive while impaired (40). According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the average economic and social cost associated with a single alcohol-related crash fatality is $10 million, including medical treatment, emergency services, legal fees, and lost wages (41). At this rate, alcohol-related crash fatalities cost Texans nearly $9.9 billion dollars in 2016 (42). Therefore, policy makers, enforcement agencies, and members of the public have expressed interest in the role that TNCs can play in reducing impaired driving.

This section presents the current findings from research and practice on the potential for TNCs to support efforts to reduce alcohol-impaired driving.
**Background on TNCs and Impaired Driving**

Existing alternatives to impaired driving include public transit, taxis, and safe-ride programs. TNCs are suggested as a solution that provides safer, late-night, and convenient on-demand transportation \(43,44,45\).

TNCs, alcoholic beverage companies, and other organizations with an interest in preventing impaired driving have sponsored various initiatives to promote TNCs as an alternative. For example, Uber and Diageo, an alcoholic beverage company, partnered for a two-month promotion in 2014 to provide $25 coupons to use Uber services \(46\). Miller Lite launched the Free Rides program in September 2015 to give people free rides from National Football League games using local transit or TNC services in seven NFL markets \(47\).

Cities are also integrating TNC services into their impaired-driving programs. In 2014, the City of Austin started its own initiative to encourage drivers to stay off the road after drinking. The city’s transportation department reimbursed drivers for any parking tickets they received after leaving a car in the downtown area in order to take another travel mode to get back home. Eligible modes for the alternative travel initiative included TNCs, taxis, or public transit \(48,49,50\). Campaigns and initiatives undertaken by cities, alcoholic beverage companies, and TNCs operate under the assumption that TNC use will reduce impaired-driving behavior. Some organizations also use such programs as marketing tools. There are no reported evaluations of these programs for their efficacy at mitigating impaired-driving crashes.

Anecdotal evidence supports the idea that TNCs offer a safe transportation option for individuals who have been drinking. In 2015, a *Los Angeles Times* article quoted restaurant and bar owners who observed that customers ordered more drinks and were frequently picked up by TNCs since TNC services began. Restaurant and bar owners also noticed a decrease in valet parking services that they attributed to the use of TNCs \(51\). However, isolating the impact of TNC use on impaired-driving trends is complex. The *Los Angeles Times* also noted statistics from the California Highway Patrol that DUI citations in Los Angeles County dropped by approximately 6 percent from 2013 to 2014. In the same period, the Los Angeles Police Department did not observe a noticeable change in DUI-related traffic collisions \(51\). Several researchers have attempted to quantify the impact of TNC operations on impaired-driving behavior.

**Research and Findings on TNCs’ Effect on Impaired Driving**

This section discusses the findings of several research studies that have investigated the effect of TNCs on impaired driving. However, research in this area is scarce. While anecdotal evidence suggests that TNCs are being used by individuals who go out drinking, formal research lacks data to attribute reductions in impaired driving and improved safety to any one factor, such as TNC services.

An independent analysis by Nate Good, a computer science professional from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, found a correlation between TNC entry into a new market and a reduction in DUI arrests, especially for drivers younger than 30 years. Good found that the average number of DUI
arrests per month in Philadelphia between April 2013 and December 2013 (after TNCs entered
the Philadelphia market) decreased by 11 percent compared to the average number of DUI
arrests per month from 2004 to 2013 (before TNCs entered the Philadelphia market) (52). Good
notes that these findings do not prove that TNCs caused the change, and the analysis does not
consider any other factors that could influence DUI arrests.

In 2015, Uber and Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD) co-released a report that compared
the trends in Uber’s ridership data to impaired-driving data. The report states that demand for
Uber services reduced alcohol-related crashes and fatalities in cities such as Seattle and
metropolitan areas of California (53). According to the Uber-MADD report, alcohol-related
crashes in California decreased by 6.5 percent between January 2011 and July 2013 among
drivers younger than 30 years after the introduction of UberX, Uber’s lower-cost service. This
finding is similar to the finding made by Nate Good for drivers under the age of 30 in
Philadelphia (52). The report notes that demand for Uber service in large urban areas such as
Miami, Florida, and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is higher from around midnight to 2:00 a.m. on
weekends—the time of night when people typically leave bars after drinking. In Chicago,
Illinois, the report finds trip request origins are more common around businesses that serve
alcohol. The Uber-MADD report also finds that in Austin, the available number of taxis declines
after 8:00 p.m., while the number of available Uber vehicles steadily exceeds the taxi supply
until midnight, suggesting that users have better access to TNCs than taxis for late-night trips
(53). The Uber-MADD report does not go into details about the study methodology and does not
provide details about statistical tests and significance of the findings. Therefore, evidence cited
in the study must be viewed cautiously.

Uber also commissioned a survey targeting its customers in its larger markets about attitudes
toward impaired driving (53). Of more than 800 respondents, 88 percent said that Uber’s service
made it easier to avoid drinking and driving. Fifty-seven percent of all survey respondents said
that they would “probably end up driving more after drinking” if they did not have access to
Uber’s services (53). The study does not go into more detail about the respondents.

A 2015 study conducted by Temple University researchers Brad Greenwood and Sunil Wattal
looked at the relationship between Uber’s entry into California markets and fatal vehicle crashes
between 2009 and 2014 using a difference-in-difference analysis (54). The authors theorized that
individuals make a rational choice in choosing TNCs over driving impaired as long as
individuals believe that the cost of TNC service is lower than the probability and cost of getting
captured while impaired. Greenwood and Wattal found that the entry of a low-cost service
like UberX into a California city is associated with a 3.6 to 5.6 percent decrease in alcohol-
related vehicle fatalities per quarter. The researchers did not find a similar decrease in alcohol-
related vehicle fatalities for Uber Black, a more expensive Uber service. Additionally,
researchers find that the effect of Uber’s service on reduced alcohol-related vehicle fatalities
decreased during surge pricing. These findings indicate the importance of the price of the service
in achieving reductions in impaired driving.
A 2017 study by Angel K. Dills and Sean Mulholland looked at whether Uber’s entry into 155 counties throughout the United States had an effect on vehicle fatality rates and arrest rates by population (55). Dills and Mulholland focused on Uber for mainly two reasons:

- Uber’s large service area.
- Availability of service start dates.

The authors found the effect of Uber’s market entry on alcohol-related crashes was not statistically significant. Total night time crashes, which the authors used as a proxy for alcohol-related crashes, declined by 9 percent at the mean, but this was not statistically significant. The authors also found that Uber’s availability was associated with a 6 to 27 percent reduction in DUI arrests. This study has a broader focus than the previously discussed study by Greenwood and Wattal in California (54) because it looks at 155 counties throughout the United States. Additionally, while the study by Greenwood and Wattal focused on alcohol-related vehicle fatalities, the Dills and Mulholland study focused on alcohol-related vehicle crash rates by population.

Not all studies find a correlation between TNC use and a reduction in impaired driving. Brazil and Kirk (56) examined the relationship between alcohol-related vehicle fatalities and Uber’s entry into 100 most populated metropolitan counties in the United States. The authors found no significant correlation between the two variables using negative binomial and Poisson regression models (56). Like Greenwood and Wattal (54), the authors looked at total alcohol-related vehicle fatalities and separately looked at weekend- and holiday-specific vehicle fatalities. They found no significant correlation in either case. The authors cite several possible reasons for this result, including that Uber users are a small proportion of the total drivers in the United States. Another reason is that Uber services are being used as a substitute for other forms of transportation but not as a substitute for driving impaired. The Brazil and Kirk conclusion is that a majority of Uber users in metropolitan areas such as New York are not vehicle owners (56).

Several researchers have found that TNC entry into a new market is associated with reduced alcohol-related crashes and fatalities. This effect is stronger when a lower-cost option like UberX is used and there is an absence of surge pricing. This observation suggests that an individual’s decision to drive impaired is cost sensitive, and individuals may take a TNC if the price is considered reasonable (54). From this line of reasoning, Uber’s assertion that a higher supply of Uber vehicles during late hours offsets impaired-driving behavior may be challenged by the potential for surge pricing to be in effect during late hours in busy bar districts (53,57).

Additionally, people visiting bars in more remote locations may also face higher service charges due to the greater distance from bars and a smaller supply of TNC drivers to serve remote locations (57). This suggests that to incentivize TNC use, some sort of rider subsidy may be desirable. Additionally, more research in the area of price elasticity of TNC demand is necessary to better understand the relationship.
Summary

Existing research presents promising findings to suggest that TNCs may provide a useful tool to help decrease incidents of impaired driving. However, empirical studies in this area have been scarce. Several studies find correlations between TNC activity and impaired-driving activity but cannot conclusively conclude that TNCs are directly responsible for these trends. Researchers have difficulty controlling for the effects of enforcement trends, population change, economic effects, or other unknown factors. For example, the Los Angeles Times noted that DUI citations declined from 2013 to 2014, but the Los Angeles Police Department did not observe a noticeable change in DUI-related traffic collisions (51). Research findings cannot conclude whether fewer DUI citations are a result of people switching from driving to taking TNCs or other factors such as fewer impaired drivers getting caught (58).

Data suggest that individuals under 30 years of age use TNCs frequently, and this demographic group also has the highest likelihood of being involved in an alcohol-related crash. Additional research is needed to link TNC ridership data to impaired-driving outcomes with a focus on younger drivers. However, more robust information about how, by whom, and where ridesharing services are being used is needed to effectively explore such relationships. Survey research can obtain ridership information such as age, gender, income, education level, distance from home, income, vehicle ownership, and reasons for using TNCs. Furthermore, the ability to link ridership information to TNC trip information such as routes and number of annual miles driven can make the empirical findings more robust.

Concerns with Driver Background Checks

Many factors affect the safety of TNC operations, but policy makers and regulators have paid particular interest to the background check policies of TNCs. During the 2017 Texas legislative session, and across the country, vigorous public debates centered on the nature and effectiveness of the use of different approaches to background checks.

In 2016, the Austin City Council voted to require that all TNC drivers undergo fingerprint-based background checks by the city and the Texas Department of Public Safety—the state department authorized to facilitate background checks with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Uber and Lyft opposed the requirements on the grounds that their internal background check policies were sufficient and the city’s requirements would limit their ability to do business. When Austin residents upheld the city’s requirement in a public referendum in May 2016, Uber and Lyft suspended service in the city until the requirement was nullified by Texas HB 100 in May 2017 (Figure 6).
Policy makers in cities and states have sought to mandate minimum requirements for these background check policies. Forty-two states and Washington, D.C. require TNCs to conduct or have conducted background checks on potential TNC drivers as part of the hiring process. Legislation varies in terms of who conducts the background check, what databases are reviewed, and what disqualifies a driver from work eligibility. In addition, TNCs typically have company policies that require applicant drivers to submit personal information and comply with background check requirements.

Different standards and expectations for background checks among TNCs, policy makers, the taxicab industry, and the public have led to some controversy. Commercial background checks are the preferred screening approach of some TNCs (notably Uber and Lyft) while many critics argue that state and FBI fingerprint-based background checks are more effective. More broadly, the discussion involves questions about the accuracy and completeness of the background checks and the cost and timeliness of the process to on-board drivers.

This section discusses common background check processes, state and local TNC background check policies introduced in Texas and the United States, and what is known about the limitations of these processes based on available research.

**Background on Criminal Background Check Practices**

The two primary types of criminal background checks conducted to screen potential TNC drivers are commercial background checks and biometric state and FBI criminal background checks.

Commercial background checks are general background checks that provide a range of information, whereas biometric FBI criminal background checks only screen an individual’s criminal history (59,60). The following sections provides a more in-depth discussion of each.

**Commercial Background Checks**

Commercial background checks, often referred to as name-based background checks, are conducted by private companies and designed for employment decisions. Commercial background checks use a combination of resources to gather information about an individual’s criminal history (61).

To determine criminal history, commercial background checks use one or a combination of databases that aggregate publicly available criminal records. Public criminal data include records from county courthouses, state repositories, federal courts, and international courts (61). However, the databases that provide criminal information that are available to commercial
background check companies do not include records from all states or all agencies within each state.

Commercial background checks typically use personal identifiers such as name and Social Security number to establish the identity of the individual being screened. Personal identifiers can introduce the possibility of a false positive (incorrectly associating a criminal record with a person of the same name) or false negative (missing a criminal record associated with a person because of a false or mistaken personal identifier). A 1998 study conducted by the U.S. Attorney General compared the use of personal identifiers and fingerprints to run background checks on 93,000 public housing applicants in Florida. The study found that, using personal identifiers, 5.5 percent of the checks produced false positives and 11.7 percent produced false negatives (59,60). In Massachusetts, legislation requires TNCs to undergo government-implemented background checks that do not include fingerprinting. Still, over 8,000 drivers who had been approved under TNC-conducted checks were rejected (62). While these examples highlight the different results obtained with different types of background checks, no recorded evaluation of whether this reduces crime or increases safety is available.

**Biometric State and FBI Background Checks**

Biometric FBI background checks (often referred to as fingerprint background checks) refer only to criminal background checks conducted by state or local agencies and based on state or FBI criminal databases. The main differences between commercial background checks and biometric FBI background checks are that:

- FBI background checks require fingerprinting as opposed to personal identifiers.
- FBI background checks establish criminal history based on state criminal records, and the FBI criminal history database is a more comprehensive pool of criminal records than publicly available records.
- FBI background checks are conducted by state agencies as opposed to private companies. (59).

Each state develops its own process for how to coordinate and conduct FBI background checks. Typically, the state agency responsible for criminal background checks reviews an individual’s history in state records using name- and fingerprint-based comparisons to state records. State agencies then coordinate with FBI to match the fingerprints to records in FBI databases (59).

FBI criminal background checks use two database components:

- The Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS) compiles the Automated Fingerprint Identification Systems for all 50 U.S. states into one database. IAFIS contains more than 100 million identities based on criminal and civil fingerprint records. Individuals having their criminal background checked through FBI have their fingerprints cross-referenced against IAFIS to confirm their identity (59,60).
The Interstate Identification Index (III) contains criminal records that include information submitted by state, local, and federal criminal justice agencies that includes arrest information and corresponding disposition information (if available) (59,60).

The III provides an extensive source of criminal information in the United States; however, the III does not include all criminal history for all individuals. Gaps exist for reasons such as:

- Some state criminal history records or associated fingerprints do not meet the standards established by FBI for inclusion in the III.
- Information is missing due to inconsistent state reporting standards concerning what crimes are reported to FBI (59).
- Disposition information is missing. As of 2012, 10 states reported that 50 percent or less of the arrest records in the III had final disposition information, which can include critical information such as acquittals and reduced or dropped charges (63).

The FBI created the III in order to aid law enforcement during investigations, and the database was not designed to be a complete repository of criminal history to determine if someone is eligible for a work opportunity (64). Law enforcement officials use the III as one of many resources when compiling a comprehensive criminal history of an individual (59). FBI does not provide expansive access to its criminal databases for non-criminal justice purposes. There are also concerns that background checks that rely on arrest records may disproportionately exclude disadvantaged and minority populations. Generally, FBI only conducts criminal checks for employment screening purposes where fingerprint background checks are required by state or federal law. Examples of these positions include civil servants, daycare workers, school employees, nursing home workers, taxi drivers, and private security guards (59).

State Legislation to Regulate Background Checks

Forty-two states and Washington, D.C., require TNCs to have a background check conducted for a TNC driver before, or within a specified amount of time after, that driver is allowed to operate. State TNC legislation varies in terms of who conducts the background check, what databases are reviewed, and what disqualifies a driver from work eligibility. However, no state law currently requires fingerprint-based background checks for TNC drivers. Nevada and Kansas previously passed TNC bills that required fingerprint-based background checks, but those requirements were then amended or repealed. In Kansas, Uber halted operations after a bill passed that required a background check by the Kansas Bureau of Investigation. After a revised bill was passed that allowed TNCs to conduct their own background checks, Uber resumed operations within minutes of the bill’s signing (65).

Municipal Regulation of Fingerprint-Based Background Checks

At the municipal level, policy makers in some U.S. cities have introduced requirements that require fingerprint-based background checks for TNC drivers. In New York City and other cities,
taxi and other vehicle-for-hire drivers conventionally undergo fingerprint-based background checks. U.S. cities that have approved fingerprinting requirements for TNC drivers include New York City and Pasco, Washington.

New York City requires that TNC drivers comply with all of the same licensing requirements as taxi, chauffeur, and limousine drivers including a fingerprint-based background check (60). In New York City, TNC drivers must apply for a license with the Taxi Licensing Commission (TLC), the organization that conducts background checks for all for-hire drivers. TLC sends fingerprints to the New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services (DCJS). The State Identification Bureau at DCJS processes the fingerprints to determine positive identification, past criminal history, and warrant information. DCJS processes background checks in fewer than two hours, and the reports are typically returned electronically to TLC within 48 hours to make suitability determinations regarding the applicant. DCJS also notifies TLC if the licensed driver is later arrested (60).

On April 3, 2017, the city council in Pasco, Washington, approved an ordinance to legalize and regulate TNCs. The ordinance requires TNC drivers to undergo the same fingerprint-based background check required of taxi drivers in the city. According to a local report, city officials are aware that Uber may not be willing to comply with fingerprint requirements. However, the city hopes to attract other TNCs willing to comply with the local regulations (66).

Prior to Texas’ statewide TNC legislation, five Texas cities—Austin, Corpus Christi, Galveston, Houston, and San Antonio—introduced TNC requirements that included fingerprint-based background checks for TNC drivers. Uber and/or Lyft suspended or threatened to suspend operations because of disagreements about the nature of background check requirements among other issues. Houston was the only Texas city to successfully negotiate with Uber to comply with fingerprint-based background check requirements, which are similar to the city’s requirements for taxi drivers. After HB 100 overruled local regulations, TNCs were no longer required to comply with local background check requirements.

In 2015, the San Antonio City Council passed a requirement for fingerprinting TNC drivers but replaced that with an optional fingerprinting program after Uber and Lyft suspended service in the city. After negotiations, San Antonio introduced an optional fingerprint-based background check program that incentivizes drivers to voluntarily submit to a free fingerprint-based check by the San Antonio Police Department. The program recently launched an incentive program, supported by TNC operating fees and funding from local organizations Tech Bloc and Centro, to offer a $25 gas card incentive for drivers, a streamlined two-step process, and a verification number that identifies drivers who have passed fingerprint-based background checks (67).

**Summary**

Background checks are commonly introduced as one requirement to increase public safety of TNC activities. While much of the public discussion has compared name-based background checks to fingerprint-based background checks, there are also considerations about whether a
government agency or private third party implements the check, the time and monetary costs for TNCs and TNC drivers, and what should disqualify an individual from driving for a TNC.

TNCs take the position that the company’s background check processes are safe and reliable. TNCs have also expressed concerns that more burdensome policies introduce costs for drivers and slow down the driver contracting process. Limited information is available to estimate the effect of background check policies on TNC business activities, but TNCs have operated in cities such as New York and Houston while complying with fingerprint-based background check requirements.

While FBI’s III is an extensive database of criminal history in the United States, the database has gaps, such as incomplete disposition information. Research suggests that the use of fingerprints to confirm an individual’s identity eliminates the risk of false positives and false negatives. Using personal identifiers increases the risk of false identification and increases the possibility that a criminal record will be missed during the criminal background check process. Databases used by commercial background check companies are also incomplete because these databases rely on public records, and not all states and criminal justice agencies make this information publicly available. Ultimately, however, no background check process can guarantee that an individual will not commit a crime in the future.

**Maintaining Public Safety**

Policy makers, TNCs, and the public see public safety as a primary consideration for TNC operations. In addition to background checks, which received heightened attention during public and legislative discussions of TNC safety, other features of TNCs have implications for the safety of the services and the need for safety regulations. Often public policy, and transportation policy, is designed to ensure that market activities are not presenting undue risk on the public. Cities and state agencies impose regulations such as speed limits, driving tests, and vehicle inspections on personal vehicles to ensure roadway safety. However, pinpointing high-risk concerns, addressing real and perceived risks to the public, and determining if and when policy can increase safety are complex. The introduction of TNCs raises questions about whether there are externalities or other market failures that could pose safety risks. Indeed, many of the policies implemented under state TNC legislation are intended to ensure that certain risks to passengers, drivers, and the general public are managed. At the same time, TNCs have an interest in providing safety for their customers as well and integrate safety features in order to get and retain customers.

This section reviews selected policies and regulations related to maintaining public safety, highlights notable policies in certain states, and discusses how each policy may have implications for achieving the goal of maintaining public safety.
**TNC Safety Features**

TNCs point out that certain features of TNC services may serve to increase safety. For example, TNCs note features such as making identifying information of the driver and vehicle available before a ride, tracking and sharing routes, and collecting feedback and a rating for each trip. These features can make for-hire travel safer for both passengers and drivers. TNC drivers may be safer drivers compared to the general public because they are providing a competitive service where their work is subject to a rating system.

A 2016 study by Aite Group in partnership with Zendrive evaluated 1 million trips made by approximately 12,000 drivers (both TNC and non-TNC drivers) over 15 million miles to compare TNC drivers’ behavior to that of average U.S. drivers. The study found that TNC drivers drive more safely than average drivers, based on attributes such as speeding, aggressive driving, phone use, and hard braking. The report concludes that TNC drivers have a vested interest in being good citizens on the road, and the rating system used by TNCs is likely a factor that contributes to TNC drivers’ behavior (7).

**Policies to Maintain Public Safety**

**Driver Age Minimum**

Uber and Lyft, the largest TNCs in the United States, have company policies that require drivers to be 21 years or older (68,69). Forty states introduced a driver age minimum policy. In some states, including Texas, the minimum allowable age for TNC drivers is as young as 18. In Florida, Montana, and South Dakota, there is no age minimum specifically for TNC drivers. The fatal crash rate per mile driven for drivers ages 16–19 is nearly three times the rate for drivers ages 20 and over (70). Policy makers may need to consider the higher crash rates typically associated with younger drivers if TNCs can adjust their company policy to allow younger, licensed drivers to be TNC drivers.

**Prohibited Cash Payments**

TNCs offer an app-based credit card payment system that offers users both convenience and potential safety benefits. Cashless transactions may provide added safety for drivers by reducing the attraction of robbery. According to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, taxi drivers are 20 times more likely than other workers to be murdered while on the job. Occupational Safety and Health Administration indicates that implementing cashless fare systems for for-hire transportation services is a potential safety measure to discourage potential robbers (71). The Cato Institute discusses how the TNC service model of not accepting cash payments improves public safety: “Ridesharing’s cash-free transactions and self-identified customers substantially mitigate one of the worst risks associated with traditional taxis: the risk of violent crime” (72).

Twenty-six states explicitly prohibit TNCs and TNC drivers from accepting cash payments for fares. While this may help reduce the crime risk related to the presence of cash, it may have other
undesirable consequences such as limiting access to TNC services for individuals who do not, or choose not to, use credit cards (see also the next section on equity).

**TNC Driver Training**

Driver training programs are frequently required for taxi drivers in many jurisdictions. Such programs may be used to address public safety concerns. Other training programs may be used to ensure that individuals who deal with the public are well equipped to deal with health emergencies.

California, Nebraska, and Washington, D.C., require TNCs to establish some form of driver training program. The training programs are not provided by or audited by regulators. CPUC requires that all licensed TNCs operating in California report on their driver training programs to “ensure all drivers are safely operating their vehicle prior to being able to offer service.” CPUC requires TNCs to provide the total number of drivers that completed the training course each year (73). In addition, TNCs are required to provide driver training program details, which are published on the CPUC website (74). The following is a summary of Lyft’s driver training program, as reported by the company to CPUC:

- **Driver education:** Each driver participates in a training program to learn the fundamentals of Lyft, how the app works, and safety and support while on the road. The training program includes comprehensive sessions, videos, and frequently asked questions about:
  
  o How Lyft works. Drivers learn about the company, the community, the details of driving, and the Lyft culture.
  
  o Technical aspects. Drivers learn how to use the app, how to adjust settings to reflect driver mode, hands-free safety and requirements on the road, confirmation of pickup, ending a Lyft, and providing feedback.
  
  o Driver/passenger safety and support. Drivers learn tips for ensuring safe trips, how to contact support, etc.

- **In-person mentor pairing:** After drivers complete their driver education, they are paired with a Lyft mentor. This meeting includes a safety ride-along that covers a driver’s ability to obey traffic laws; reactions behind the wheel when dealing with other drivers, bicyclists, pedestrians, etc.; and the ability to focus on the road while holding a conversation.

- **Ongoing training:** Drivers have the opportunity to receive continued driver training via webinars, performance tracking, driver coaching, etc. (75).

Lyft’s driver training program provides an example of some of the curriculum and areas that TNCs should focus on when providing their drivers with safety training and support. However, there is no mechanism for regulators to ensure that the training is being provided (other than the
self-reported total number of drivers who completed training), that the program’s curriculum is being followed, or that ongoing training is being offered. In addition, there is no process to measure how effective a TNC’s driver training is, which would be helpful in improving training programs and ultimately developing one standard for training programs for all TNCs.

**TNC Vehicle Inspections**

Twenty-three states require TNCs to complete a vehicle safety inspection or specify that the TNC is responsible for ensuring that TNC vehicles comply with a vehicle safety standard. While the wording of the requirements varies by state, TNCs are typically held to the same safety standards as private vehicles. In addition, TNCs such as Lyft have their own requirements for vehicle inspections before a vehicle is approved for use on the platform (76).

Lyft also has a program that allows mentors to conduct these vehicle inspections (Lyft’s training program has a mentor pairing section). In these cases, mentors are not required to be licensed mechanics (77). In some states, such as California, a licensed third-party mechanic is required to complete the safety inspection of vehicles applying to operate as a TNC (78).

Most states require vehicles used on TNC platforms to complete a safety inspection that is consistent with those required for privately operated vehicles. The question as to whether these inspections are redundant (these vehicles would have already passed a state inspection to get registered and insured) or less thorough than is necessary requires further research.

**Limitations on TNC Driver Hours**

Six states restrict the number of hours that a TNC driver can operate (Table 4). In these states, drivers are limited to 12 to 16 hours of work during a 24-hour period or limited on consecutive hours worked. While a small proportion of states enacted this rule for TNCs, taxi drivers and other transportation providers are typically held to similar standards.

Lyft states that it does not allow drivers to remain active in the driver application for more than 14 hours without a six-hour break (79). However, TNC drivers are generally allowed to switch between different TNC apps as they choose. Neither TNC company policy nor legislative policy addresses the possibility of a driver working for two or more TNCs in order to exceed hour restrictions. This could result in unsafe driving behavior.
Table 4. States Limitations on TNC Driver Hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Policy Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>A driver shall not offer or provide TNC services for more than 12 consecutive hours. Drivers also may not operate a TNC vehicle for more than 16 hours in a 24-hour period or 70 hours in a seven-day period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>No TNC driver shall use a digital network or provide prearranged rides for more than 14 consecutive hours or for 16 hours within a 24-hour period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>A TNC driver may operate no more than 12 hours in each 24-hour period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>A TNC driver shall not provide prearranged rides for more than 12 hours out of any 24-hour period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Drivers may not operate a TNC vehicle for more than 16 hours within a 24-hour period, and may not transport passengers for more than 12 hours within a 24-hour period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Drivers may not operate a TNC vehicle for more than 13 hours within a 24-hour period.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Summary**

Public safety is a primary consideration for transportation regulation and policy. Numerous TNC operational attributes and legislatively mandated TNC policies have been introduced to increase safety for passengers, drivers, and the public. Driver age minimums, no cash payments, driver training, vehicle inspections, and limitations on driver hours may provide safety benefits. Such policies are implemented in different forms in different states, and the impacts on safety are not documented. Furthermore, some policies may have other costs that can be weighed against perceived safety benefits. For example, digital credit card payments may increase safety for drivers but exclude individuals who do not or cannot use credit cards. More research is needed to identify which safety features and regulatory policies contribute to increasing safety, and to ensure that policies are not unnecessarily hindering market innovation.

**Equity and Accessibility Considerations**

TNCs have introduced a new transportation option, but TNC services may not benefit all populations equally. The TNC service model has the potential to fill gaps in transportation networks and introduces a convenient travel option. At the same time, there are questions about whether TNC services are accessible to transportation-disadvantaged groups, such as older adults, low-income individuals, individuals with disabilities, or individuals who live in rural areas.

Equity can be measured by evaluating how proportionately or disproportionately costs and benefits are distributed among different segments of the population (80). In transportation planning, equity is often measured by determining whether one community bears a disproportionate amount of the negative environmental impacts of a transportation project, or if the allocation of transportation resources disproportionately benefits one community more than another (81). The Federal Highway Association (FHWA) defines equity in transportation as seeking “fairness in mobility and accessibility to meet the needs of all community members” (82).
This section discusses concerns that have been raised about the availability and accessibility of TNC services to transportation-disadvantaged groups, and provides examples of how TNCs are being used to increase access to travel options. This section also discusses policy considerations that may affect the equity and accessibility of TNCs.

Background on TNC Use and Availability

TNCs are still a relatively new service, and there is limited information available about the activity and use of their services. This section reviews findings from existing research that reports on the users and geographic scope of TNC service availability.

Who Uses TNC Services?

Uber and Lyft were the first TNCs to launch ride-sourcing services that use private drivers and their personal vehicles in 2012. Since then, Uber, Lyft, and a number of smaller TNCs have expanded to hundreds of cities and have served millions of rides. Information on the demographics of users of TNCs is limited, but some surveys and studies have been undertaken to determine who uses TNCs.

A 2015 study about TNC user behavior in San Francisco surveyed more than 300 TNC users and found that:

- 73 percent of respondents were younger than 35 years of age (compared to 32 percent of the population citywide).
- 1 percent were over age 55.
- 84 percent had earned at least a bachelor’s degree (compared to 53 percent of the population citywide).
- 43 percent reported no vehicle available at home (compared to 19 percent of the population citywide) (83).

This survey cannot be considered reflective of the population of San Francisco or the United States as a whole.

A Pew Research Center survey conducted in late 2015 reported that 15 percent of U.S. adults have used a TNC. The survey also found that Americans who were college graduates, higher income, and younger were more likely to have used TNC services. In urban areas, 21 percent of adults have used a TNC, while in rural areas that percentage was 3 percent. Figure 7 provides an additional breakdown of TNC use by demographics and geography. Minority status did not correlate with less usage of TNCs. The percentage of white adults who have used a TNC (14 percent) was lower than the percentage of black (15 percent) and Latino (18 percent) adults. The survey did not report on the frequency with which different races and ethnicities use TNCs.
Where Do TNCs Operate?

TNCs expanded rapidly to many cities across the United States after launching in San Francisco in 2012; however, TNC services are still concentrated within urban areas. Hall and Krueger report that in December 2014, 85 percent of Uber drivers operated in 20 major cities in the United States (85). By November 2015, 68 percent of Uber drivers were represented in 25 cities in the United States, suggesting that the TNC market is expanding to new, but still urban, markets.

According to a 2017 Global Web Index survey of Uber app users, 6 percent of respondents live in rural locations and 48 percent live in suburban areas. This may indicate that TNCs are serving individuals who previously had few alternatives to driving alone (86). The survey was conducted among self-reported Uber app users between the ages of 16 and 64.

Potential Disparities in Access to TNCs

Limited information is available about the demographics or travel behavior of TNC users. Several researchers have attempted to determine whether TNC services are equally accessible to individuals of different races and/or geographic areas within a city.

Hughes and MacKenzie found that wait times in Seattle, Washington, were shorter in the more dense and urban areas of the city (87). The authors also found that wait times for TNC rides in Seattle were similar, on average, for areas with a higher percentage of minorities than other areas (87).

Ge et al. found that TNC users who are black experience longer wait times in Seattle, Washington, and the use of “African American-sounding” names resulted in more frequent cancellations in Boston, Massachusetts (88). Researchers also note that the study did not compare the level of discrimination in TNC services to discrimination in taxi service. Some argue that the use of an application to connect drivers to riders can mitigate the kind of discrimination that is possible in a taxi (i.e., a driver deciding not to stop for individuals based on their physical appearance). Ge et al. suggest that a policy such as using anonymous identification codes could reduce the potential for discrimination.
Examples of TNC Programs for Transportation-Disadvantaged Groups

TNCs have launched a number of pilots and programs with the goal of providing or expanding transportation options for populations that historically lack transportation access. This section discusses a selection of such programs.

**TNC Programs That Provide Mobility to Older Adults**

Mobility among older adults tends to decline as individuals stop driving and increasingly face physical or mental limitations that restrict mobility. TNCs have partnered with transit agencies, health care providers, and assisted living facilities to provide on-demand transportation for older adults. In May 2017, the Laguna Beach (California) City Council began a pilot program with Uber to provide rides to medical appointments at area hospitals and medical centers. Riders have the option to request rides by calling Uber directly, in addition to arranging rides through the app (89).

**TNC Programs That Provide Access for Low-Income Populations**

Transportation and non-profit organizations have introduced programs to leverage TNC services to support low-income populations who may face high transportation costs.

*Pinellas County Transportation Disadvantaged Program*

Uber partnered with Pinellas County, Florida, to provide TNC service to lower-income travelers. The Pinellas County Transportation Disadvantaged (TD) Program subsidizes transportation for residents who earn less income than the 150 percent of the federal poverty guidelines. As part of that program, TD Late Shift offers free TNC rides to participants who have late-night jobs. Eligible participants can request up to 23 free late-night (between 9 p.m. and 6 a.m.) TNC rides per month (90).

*Tarrant County Job Access Program Pilot*

The county government in Tarrant County, Texas, partnered with the nonprofit Catholic Charities on a pilot project to engage TNC services to provide transportation to low-income individuals as part of an employment program. Tarrant County outside the jurisdiction of the Fort Worth Transportation Authority lacks robust transit options, and program participants often do not have access to a personal vehicle. The pilot is testing and gathering data regarding the impact of bundling Uber and Lyft’s ride-share services with intensive case management services. The objective is to provide a temporary transportation solution until participants can transition to their own independent transportation solution, rather than providing TNC rides as a long-term commute solution. The pilot covers the cost of work and work-related trips for participants over a 12-week period as they transition into the workforce. The pilot is designed to review the relative cost of outsourcing travel to a TNC; explore ways to help participants transition to the workforce; and to determine the feasibility of scaling up the program. As of August 2017, trips in the program cost an average of $15 per passenger trip, which is below the Catholic Charities-operated service cost per passenger trip.
**TNC Programs That Provide Access for Individuals with Disabilities**

Transit, taxi, and other transportation services can be more difficult to access for individuals with disabilities. TNCs offer accessible options in some markets such as UberACCESS, UberWAV, UberASSIST, and Lyft’s Accessible Vehicle Dispatch option. TNCs also incorporate accessible technologies that assist individuals who are blind, visually impaired, deaf, or hearing impaired to use TNC applications. TNCs have faced criticism and lawsuits that argue that adequate service is not being provided to users with disabilities (57).

**UberASSIST**

UberASSIST is an option designed for seniors and individuals with disabilities to provide additional assistance while providing rides. Drivers must be able to accommodate folding wheelchairs, walkers, and scooters. Drivers are trained by organizations such as Open Doors Organization, a non-profit dedicated to making consumer opportunities accessible to individuals with disabilities (91). UberASSIST was available in more than 40 cities worldwide as reported by Uber in 2017 (92).

**Pennsylvania Wheelchair-Accessible Vehicle Requirement**

Pennsylvania SB 984 requires that TNCs operating in Philadelphia have a combined minimum of 70 wheelchair-accessible vehicles (WAVs) on the road by June 30, 2017. Uber and Lyft reportedly have WAVs operating in the city as of the deadline to meet the requirement (93). While TNCs have met the quota, data on wait times for WAVs or the relative number of conventional TNC vehicles operating in Philadelphia are not publicly available to further access the program outcomes.

**TNC Programs That Provide Access for Rural Communities**

Liberty Mobility Now is a TNC that focuses on providing mobility services primarily to rural and small urban communities. The company partners with local transit providers, taxis, and other transportation providers and in some cases provides its own drivers. Liberty began with funding from a Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Small Business Innovation and Research grant and first launched in Nebraska in 2015 (94). As of 2017, Liberty is expanding in seven states including the Coastal Bend region of Texas.

The Texas project, called Mobility NOW!, is a partnership with the Texas Department of Transportation and the Coastal Bend Center for Independent Living, set to launch in September 2017. The program aims to increase awareness of transportation options among seniors, train drivers to provide transportation for individuals with disabilities, and integrate with existing rural and urban transit (95).

**How TNC Legislation Affects Equity Considerations**

Some aspects of the TNC service model results in increased accessibility to the service, while other aspects may limit its use by some segments of the population. For example, individuals who are blind can more easily and safely request an on-demand ride from a TNC with the
assistance of app-based tools that read text from a smartphone aloud. The ability to use a smartphone to request a private ride service directly to one’s location can make travel easier for any individual—with a smartphone. Although TNCs are exploring programs that allow trips to be scheduled by an institution, such as a nursing home or hospital, or via a phone dispatcher, the TNC model is based on smartphone applications and excludes individuals without smartphone access.

Thirty-six states and Washington, D.C., require TNCs to adopt a nondiscrimination policy, and 23 states and Washington, D.C., require TNCs to provide the opportunity for passengers to request a WAV for their trip. Nondiscrimination policies typically include stipulations that TNCs must accept service animals and cannot charge higher rates for passengers with special needs. TNCs are generally not required to provide WAVs under state TNC legislation. Other policies included in state TNC legislation may have implications for the services’ capacity to serve all users, such as prohibitions against cash payments and street hails.

**Cash Payment Prohibition**

Twenty-six states prohibit TNCs and TNC drivers from accepting cash payments for fares. TNCs introduced the industry-standard cashless app-based payment system as a way to provide a more convenient and hassle-free ride. As noted previously, it may reduce risks of theft for drivers because taxi drivers historically face a high risk of workplace violence. Only accepting credit card payments also means that individuals who do not have access to a bank account or credit card are excluded from being able to use the service. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation reports that 7 percent, or approximately 9 million households, of the U.S. population do not have a bank account (96). Unbanked households tend to have lower incomes.

TNCs have demonstrated that cash payments may be a feasible feature for their business model. Since May 2015, Uber has introduced cash payments in other countries including India, Indonesia, Philippines, and Kenya (97). In January 2017, Uber launched a cash payment option in Colorado Springs, Colorado, the first example in the United States. Change is provided as a credit on the passenger’s account. An Uber spokesman stated that Uber developed a solution to enable cash payments because “[n]ot everyone has a credit card or feels OK handing one over to a service they’ve never used” (98). Additional solutions that may help to overcome the obstacle of cashless TNC services include:

- Prepaid cards that can be purchased in stores and used to pay for Uber rides.
- Programs aimed at seniors through which rides can be requested from a third party who inputs the request into the app.

**Street Hail Prohibition**

Thirty-six states explicitly prohibit TNCs from accepting street hails, or being flagged down by a passenger on a street as people can do with a traditional taxi. Rides generally need to be coordinated through the digital application, which is the standard model for TNCs. This prevents
potential travelers who do not own smartphones from using TNC services. While most Americans do own a mobile phone, certain segments of the population are more likely to be excluded by this requirement. Seventy-seven percent of U.S. adults own a smartphone (Figure 8), but only 42 percent of adults over 65 years of age own a smartphone. Adults without a high school diploma who are lower income or live in a rural area are also less likely to own a smartphone (99).
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Source: (99)

**Figure 8. Mobile Device Use in the United States.**

**Summary**

TNCs have introduced a new transportation service option that has the potential to expand travel options in areas not well served by transit, and offer a convenient option for individuals without access to a personal vehicle. However, the limited information available about TNC users and service areas suggests that TNCs primarily serve users who have higher incomes in urban areas. Features of TNCs that may improve equity include the following:

- Requesting a ride through the app may reduce the likelihood that an individual is rejected based on traits such as race, gender, or appearance compared to street hails.
- Drivers do not know the destination of a trip before it is accepted, so they cannot try to avoid neighborhoods they consider unappealing.

Features of TNCs that risk creating inequity include the following:

- Individuals without access to a credit card cannot use TNC services.
- Individuals without access to a smartphone are less able to request rides.
Policy makers and planners can consider how TNC policies influence the equity implications of TNC services. Data collection efforts, such as the monitoring of wheelchair-accessible TNC ride requests that is required in some states, offer an opportunity to learn more about the demand for rides.

**Data Sharing**

The technologies—wireless internet, global positioning systems (GPS), and smartphone applications—that TNCs leverage to provide ride services make data sharing an important, and challenging, issue for TNC policy. The wealth of data created and stored by TNCs raises concerns about personal privacy and, for TNCs themselves, competitive advantages among rival services. For policy makers and planners, TNC data hold valuable information that may help researchers better understand travel behavior, congestion, safety, and land use that can be used to inform decision making.

This section presents the background on data-sharing guidance related to TNCs, examples of TNC data sharing agreements, and key considerations related to data sharing.

**State Legislation to Regulation Data Use and Privacy**

Thirty-four states and Washington, D.C., introduced basic data retention requirements that require TNCs to retain driver and trip records for one or more years. These regulations typically do not include a more involved data-sharing agreement, but in some states, the regulation allows regulators to audit these records in the case of a crash or violation. Six states require additional data-sharing requirements. Some of these data that regulators request include travel data, such as ride origin and destination, time stamp of ride, trip duration and cost, and vehicle occupancy. These data are useful in allowing policy makers and transportation planners to understand how TNCs impact and affect the transportation system. Moreover, transportation professionals can use these data to better understand the travel behavior and transportation needs of their constituencies.

In some states, TNC legislation has included provisions to collect data that help policy makers ensure that TNCs are meeting the disability and accessibility requirements of state and local regulations. At the state level, California, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Washington, D.C., require that TNCs collect data and report on accessible ride requests. These data enable policy makers and regulators to monitor if and how TNCs are meeting this requirement. Data also provide the ability for transportation professionals to determine where demand for WAVs exists and how TNCs are meeting that need. These data can enable planners and policy makers to better accommodate the transportation needs of their communities.

The following sections provide an overview of guidance that has been developed regarding TNCs and data sharing, and examples of U.S. states and cities that require data sharing, including what data are provided to regulators.
**Data-Sharing Guidance from FHWA and the National Association of City Transportation Officials**

FHWA and the National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) provide guidelines for regulators to consider regarding TNCs and data sharing, summarized in this section.

**FHWA Guidance**

FHWA provides general guidance for shared mobility services including TNCs in a report titled *Shared Mobility: Current Practices and Guiding Principles* (100). The report identifies the critical need for local and regional governments to develop best practices that identify data standards that balance the data-sharing needs of transportation agencies with the need for private companies to protect the privacy of their customers and proprietary information. The report focuses broadly on shared mobility (e.g., car sharing, bike sharing, ride sourcing, etc.), so no specific guidelines or standards for data-sharing agreements with TNCs are provided.

**NACTO Guidance**

In January 2017, NACTO, along with 49 cities in the United States, released a framework for private data releases from private transportation service providers, including TNCs. The report, titled *City Sharing Principles: Integrating New Technologies into City Streets*, notes that data sharing is vital to proactive planning and policy making (8). The framework provided includes three areas where data-sharing standards can improve policy making and transportation planning:

- Better data for transportation planning in order to manage city streets, manage curb space, and prioritize moving people.
- Equitable access to mobility options and services for all segments of the population.
- Better tools for safety in order to identify design issues (8).

Table 5 provides a summary of the data-sharing standards put forth by NACTO to meet the needs of these three areas.
Table 5. Suggested Data Framework for Data Sharing for TNCs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Relevant Data</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Better data for transportation planning</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Corridor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Travel time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pickup location and time</td>
<td>Block face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drop-off location and time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle occupancy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-revenue vehicle miles traveled</td>
<td>Log: miles/month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle dwell time</td>
<td>Log: hours/month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equitable access to mobility options and services</td>
<td>Number, date, and time of unfulfilled rides</td>
<td>Log: number/quarter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number, date, and time of declined rides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number, date, and time of canceled rides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle availability by type</td>
<td>GPS location data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better tools for safety</td>
<td>Collision occurrence</td>
<td>GPS location data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collision severity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rapid acceleration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rapid deceleration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Autonomous vehicle operation disengagement</td>
<td>Time, location, and protocol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (8).

Examples of TNC Data-Sharing Agreements

California and a number of municipalities in the United States have developed regulations that require data sharing from TNCs. As of April 2016, California, Chicago, Houston, New Orleans, New York City, Portland, San Antonio, and Seattle have received data from Uber based on rules that require data sharing. In some situations, TNCs have not complied with these regulations. In 2015, Uber was also forced to shut down five of its six New York City–based dispatch centers for declining to provide required trip data to the New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission. Within a month, Uber complied with the request, and the suspension of the five centers was lifted (101). Uber also has shared data with the City of Boston in a voluntary agreement. These municipalities have large markets for ride services and may have more leverage when negotiating with TNCs than smaller cities.

CPUC is the state agency that regulates TNCs in California. CPUC requires TNCs to provide six data-sharing reports each quarter. These reports are primarily for enforcement purposes, and CPUC does not share any data with municipalities or the general public. The six reports required by CPUC include data about:

- Provision of vehicles providing services to disabled persons.
- Service provision by zip code.
- Problems reported about drivers.
- Hours logged by driver.
• Miles logged by drivers.
• Drivers completing a driver training course (101).

In 2016, Uber paid a $7.6 million fine for failing to comply with CPUC data-sharing requirements. Uber has since met the requirements but argues that the extent of the data requested creates a privacy risk for its passengers (102).

**Transportation Uses of Shared TNC Data**

Data-sharing agreements only exist in a small selection of cities where TNCs operate. Within these cities, analyses have been conducted with TNC data that provide policy makers and transportation planners with insight into how TNCs impact transportation in their jurisdictions.

**New York City Trip Data Analysis**

One notable example of a robust analysis of TNC trip data was conducted by Schaller Consulting using TNC trip data that were publicly available for rides within New York City (38). Among the findings of the report, the data showed:

• TNCs provided as many car-for-hire trips as the 43,000 registered taxicabs/black cars/ride services in the fall months of 2016.

• Ridership growth in car-for-hire ridership (including TNCs) outpaced transit ridership growth in 2015, and for-hire ridership is the leading source of growth in non-auto travel in New York City.

• TNCs accounted for the addition of 600 million miles of vehicular travel to the city’s roadway network between 2014 and 2016. This exceeds the mileage driven by yellow cabs in Manhattan. In total, the mileage driven by TNCs, taxicabs, black cars, and car services increased from 14 percent to 19 percent of the total citywide mileage from 2013 to 2016 (38).

The findings of Schaller Consulting’s analysis provide insight into the types of analyses that can be performed when data-sharing agreements are reached with TNCs. Recognizing that TNCs are contributing to an increase in congestion in New York City is useful information for transportation planners and policy makers, and having access to these data provides the ability for policy makers and planners to recognize and plan for future trends.

**Uber Movement**

In response to continual requests for TNC-generated data, Uber has developed a website called Uber Movement, which provides the company’s trip data. The website is not widely available as of mid-2017, but Uber claims that it will provide anonymized and aggregated data by geographies such as census tracts and traffic analysis zones (103).
Summary

TNC data can provide meaningful information to understand the role of TNCs and to inform decision making about transportation policy. However, due to TNCs’ concerns about privacy and competition, data-sharing agreements have not been common between TNCs and government agencies. Data-sharing agreements that provide specific and accurate data, protect the privacy of TNC passengers and drivers, and do not limit TNC competition could help inform better transportation decision making.

TNCs and Transit Partnerships

TNCs have a growing presence in many U.S. cities where transit agencies operate. Transit agencies were initially wary of TNCs as possible competition for providing rides to the same market for passengers. While TNCs are more clearly in direct competition with taxicabs, empirical data are not available to document whether TNCs are in competition for public transportation riders.

This section discusses the background for TNC and transit partnerships, existing partnerships, the results of those partnerships, and policy considerations for future partnerships.

Background on TNCs and Transit

Little data are available to clarify whether TNC trips are replacing transit trips and how transit ridership or user behavior may be changing. Some early research indicates that shared modes largely complement public transit and that the use of shared modes including TNCs is associated with a greater likelihood of using transit frequently (104,105). TNCs also provide service during late hours when public transit services are less frequent or unavailable (106). Paratransit services tend to have higher per-trip costs than general transit, and transit agencies may also use partnerships with TNCs to provide paratransit services, reducing high operating costs and improving the travel options for customers (107), although this raises considerations about driver training and WAVs (104,108).

Conceptually, partnerships between TNCs and transit agencies can benefit both parties by lowering operational costs, identifying new passengers, and providing improved service. For TNCs, transit users are likely to demand their service at the beginning and/or end of a transit trip to reach the final destination (109). For transit agencies, TNCs can increase transit ridership by connecting passengers to transit stations and improving connections to transit in areas with limited availability and/or low-density neighborhoods (110). The shared mobility model of TNCs may also provide an alternative to existing (and often costly) transit feeder services and lead to a reduced demand for parking infrastructure (111).

In 2016, FTA created the Mobility on Demand (MOD) Sandbox program to conduct research on new service options and available technologies to increase individual mobility. Activities eligible in the program included demonstrations of business and service models, software/hardware interfaces, and service operations integrating MOD and transit. In October 2016, the program
allocated almost $8 million to transit agencies and transportation authorities, including partnerships with TNCs (112). Public and private partners continue to explore options for partnerships to provide greater access and complement transit service.

**Partnerships between TNCs and Transit Agencies**

Transit agencies across the country are exploring partnership opportunities with TNCs to identify the potential for mutual benefits. Most agreements can be classified into five categories based on the type of service provided:

- Technology integration and data sharing.
- First-mile/last-mile service connections.
- Gap service/carpooling.
- Promotional fares/marketing services.
- Special populations/paratransit services.

Some partnerships straddle multiple classifications, such as a one-time promotional fare to use a TNC to access a rail station. This section discusses each category.

**Technology Integration and Data Sharing**

Some partnerships connect transit agency customers to TNC services through a common mobile app platform, aimed at customers comfortable using smartphone apps for either transportation service and taking advantage of existing available application programming interfaces on mobile apps. An example is a customer using a transit agency app to book a TNC trip and pay the fare, helping the customer complete the remainder of the journey to the destination. For example, Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) in Dallas, Texas, entered into partnerships with Lyft and Uber to allow riders to pay for TNC rides through DART’s GoPass mobile ticketing application (Figure 9) (113). DART received federal funding to expand GoPass connections to TNCs, with the goal of improving first-mile/last-mile connections (112).

**First-Mile/Last-Mile Service Connections**

In the transit industry, the *first mile* refers to the leg of a trip between a person’s origin (e.g., home) and a transit stop where the person boards a transit vehicle; the *last mile* refers to the leg of a trip between the transit stop where the person alights the transit vehicle and the final destination (e.g., work location).

First-mile/last-mile partnerships leverage TNC services to connect customers to transit service that is too far to walk to or otherwise inconvenient, instead of foregoing transit altogether. The customer pays a lower overall fare than the cost of a TNC-only trip, and both the TNC and transit agency serve more passengers. Examples include the following:
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority in Pinellas Park, Florida, created the Direct Connect program with Uber and United Taxi to partially subsidize trips (up to $3 of the total cost) going to/from designated bus stop zones during a one-year pilot (115).

A similar six-month partnership launched in August 2016 between the City of Centennial, Colorado, and Lyft to provide fare-free Lyft rides for persons going to/from the Dry Creek station on the Denver Regional Transit District light-rail lines (116). The Go Centennial pilot was funded by $200,000 from the city with matching funding from the Southeast Public Improvement Metropolitan District (117). The pilot was designed to improve upon the city’s limited dial-a-ride service and is estimated to triple ridership capacity without increasing operational expenses.

**Gap Service/Carpooling**

Gap service partnerships address the challenges of providing adequate and cost-effective transit in areas with low population densities. Faced with this issue, transit agencies sometimes reduce service frequency outside of central business districts and on nights and weekends. In TNC/transit gap service partnerships, TNCs provide transit-like service for customers in a designated zone. The transit agency subsidizes the trip fare because of the potential to save on operating expenses by using TNC vehicles and drivers rather than a transit vehicle.

The Kansas City Area Transportation Authority (KCATA) created a one-year program called RideKC: Bridj, a partnership providing on-demand service within and between two service zones of the city (118). Bridj, although now defunct, provided microtransit service with smaller buses rather than drivers with personal automobiles, and all trips in the service zones cost a $1.50 fare for the customer, equal to the regular local regional bus fare. KCATA subsidized the rest of the cost to Bridj through funds of about $1.3 million in leftover sales taxes (119). The RideKC: Bridj pilot concluded in spring 2017 with 1,480 total rides, lower than originally projected. The pilot still offers an early demonstration of using microtransit to provide service (119).

**Promotional Fares/Marketing Services**

Promotional partnerships are designed as temporary programs to encourage people to begin using TNC services to connect to transit on a regular basis or during large events (120). Some partnerships have used subsidized fares or a free TNC trip promotion to announce a new rail/bus...
service opening or to make people aware of available travel options during a special event, such as the following.

- In October 2016, Sacramento Regional Transit in California partnered with Lyft, Uber, and Yellow Cab to create the Station Link Program, offering $5 TNC fares to specific transit stations up to the first 10 trips for the individual user. The program is funded by a $50,000 grant from the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (121).

- A different type of marketing partnership formed between Metra in Chicago and Uber in December 2014; the three-year agreement makes Uber the official rideshare partner of Metra. The agency generates non-fare revenue from the partnership and displays Uber’s name on promotional materials throughout its locations, vehicles, and marketing channels (122).

Special Populations/Paratransit Services

Transit agencies with fixed-route service are required to provide demand-responsive paratransit services for individuals with disabilities, which are typically more expensive to provide than general transit service. Some TNC/transit partnerships aim to provide on-demand service for specific customer groups and reduce paratransit operating expenses. Examples include the following:

- The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) in Boston partnered with both Lyft and Uber for an on-demand paratransit pilot. The program is offered in addition to the mandated complementary paratransit service MBTA provides. The pilot allows same-day booking and vehicle tracking through the MBTA mobile app, subsidizes trip costs up to $13 per trip, and emphasizes the availability of WAVs for TNC trips. MBTA projects that the pilot program will decrease costs for riders and the agency, saving MBTA up to $10 million annually in paratransit trip costs. Uber provides smartphones to MBTA paratransit customers who do not already own one, and Lyft established a call center for ride requests and works with local firms to provide WAVs (123).

- The Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority in Florida created the TD Late Shift program with Uber and United Taxi, providing up to 23 free weeknight rides per month for qualifying low-income riders. The program is funded by a $300,000 grant from the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged, and rides must connect to either the rider’s place of employment or residence (124).

Partnership Results

Partnerships between transit agencies and TNCs are intended to be beneficial to both parties while providing customers with additional travel mode options and increased access to transportation. However, the long-term benefits in terms of ridership and operating costs for most partnerships remain unknown. Many of the partnerships noted in this section are still underway and have yet to release evaluation results or outcomes. Few studies or published
results have been made available about the ridership, cost savings, or other measures of partnership success. Analyses of existing pilot projects note the following findings:

- The Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority estimated the Direct Connect partnership would save the agency $70,000 compared to the cost of providing fixed-route service in the partnership area (124).
- The Go Centennial six-month pilot provided 1,302 trips and incurred costs of $60,760 for service provision, $26,000 for app development, and $42,947 for implementation and evaluation. TNC trip costs subsidized by the city averaged $4.70 per trip, compared to an average cost of $18.54 for regular call-and-ride scheduled service (125).

**Policy Challenges to TNC/Transit Partnerships**

TNC and transit partnerships face challenges related to existing funding and regulatory frameworks for transit agencies; liability, insurance, and driver training concerns; and nondiscrimination and accessibility policies.

**Funding and Regulatory Frameworks**

There are still no clear rules from FTA about working with TNCs, particularly on how regulatory obligations of transit agencies extend to TNC partners (104). Federal and state rule making informs how transit agencies can use certain grant programs to provide service, as well as requirements for service availability and quality. The requirements and goals under these frameworks do not necessarily align with the objectives and performance metrics of TNCs. Transit agencies use metrics such as on-time performance, availability of service, and schedule-based frequency for measuring success, while TNCs focus on wait times for vehicles and costs (120).

In addition, statutory limitations on federal transit funding create uncertainty about whether federal transit funding can be used to subsidize TNC trips in long-term contracting. There are questions regarding training of TNC drivers compared to transit agency drivers, particularly in the case of Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) paratransit service. Other uncertainties that complicate TNC/transit partnerships include the following:

- The contracting agreements between transit agencies and TNCs are not publicly available but would increase understanding of partnership goals and outcomes.
- FTA has not issued rule making for transit agencies to contract for long-term use of TNCs to provide ADA complementary paratransit service.
- Partnerships involving TNC trip subsidies or service provided in lieu of transit have all been pilot programs to test the effectiveness of TNCs’ roles in transit.
• While there are no FTA rules for TNCs to provide ADA complementary paratransit service, TNCs in these types of partnerships have focused driver training to work with individuals with disabilities and increased the availability of WAVs.

**Liability, Insurance, and Driver Training**

A key driver of cost savings from partnerships is the difference in labor models between transit agencies and TNC services. TNCs employ drivers as independent contractors rather than full-time employees, using independent and quickly trained drivers in a manner different from how transit agency drivers are hired and trained.

Another consideration is risk allocation; most pilot programs allocate risk to public transit agencies contracting the service rather than the TNC (120). The subject of sharing more risk could become a topic of greater concern should partnerships start becoming long-term contracts. Driver training is important for partnerships that focus on riders with disabilities as well as the general public.

**Nondiscrimination and Accessibility Policies**

Transit and paratransit services are required to meet strict standards for serving individuals with disabilities and offering accessible vehicles under strict federal policy. The MBTA partnership demonstrates a partnership geared toward paratransit needs, but TNC policies in most states do not include requirements for WAV availability.

TNCs offer some accessible options in some markets such as Uber’s UberACCESS, UberWAV, and UberASSIST and Lyft’s Accessible Vehicle Dispatch option. However, TNCs are generally not required to provide accessible vehicles under the state legislation discussed in this report. While 35 states and Washington, D.C., require that TNCs adopt a nondiscrimination policy and enable passengers to request a WAV for their trip, these policies do not require TNCs to directly provide WAV services (126).

**Summary**

Partnerships between transit agencies and TNCs are intended to be beneficial to both parties while providing customers with additional travel mode options and increased access to transportation. However, the long-term benefits in terms of ridership and operating costs for most partnerships remain unknown. Few studies or published results have been made available about the ridership, cost savings, or other measures of partnership success.

To date, most TNC/transit partnerships have been pilot programs or one-time grants without a permanent funding source (120). The FTA MOD Sandbox program launched in 2016 allocated almost $8 million in October 2016 to transit agencies and transportation authorities, with projects that included partnerships with TNCs in areas of first-mile/last-mile solutions, on-demand paratransit service, and mobile app integrations (112). Longer-term funding strategies may be required to continue piloting and monitoring TNC-transit partnerships.
Currently, FTA provides guidance in the form of frequently asked questions about shared mobility funding eligibility and compliance with federal laws (127). For example, FTA notes the distinction between shared-ride and exclusive-ride services. Shared-ride services may be eligible for both operational and capital expenditures. How TNC services are defined in this context will impact future partnerships. Additional federal rule making and guidance, along with performance metrics and best practices for partnerships, will help guide transit agencies and TNCs.
Chapter 4. Future Considerations

Policy makers in Texas and across the United States acted quickly to respond to the rapid growth of TNC services in cities across the United States. Early legislation authorized TNC services, addressed ambiguity about insurance liability, and introduced standards intended to protect the safety of the traveling public. TNCs have the potential to support many transportation programs and goals by offering new travel modes for individuals who have difficulty driving themselves or accessing public transportation, an alternative for individuals who might otherwise drive impaired, a means to increase vehicle occupancy, or a tool to incentivize ride pooling and control growth in vehicle miles traveled. As policy makers in cities and states across the country authorize TNC activities, there are still many unanswered questions about how, and if, TNCs contribute to transportation goals such as increasing roadway safety, managing congestion, and improving accessibility.

As TNC services continue to evolve, policy makers can monitor emerging considerations for the future of TNC activities, including the following.

TNC and Taxi Regulation Harmonization

Typically, when TNC regulation has passed at the state level, taxi regulation remains at the local level. Going forward, state and local policy makers may want to consider whether changes should be made to taxi regulations that allow that industry to evolve. Lawmakers in Connecticut and Michigan, for example, revised existing taxi and limousine laws to create more uniform regulations for all vehicles for hire (4). Washington, D.C., revised its existing ordinances by eliminating many requirements for taxis and implementing a single vehicle-for-hire ordinance that applies to both taxi companies and TNCs (4).

Some evidence suggests that TNC expansion is having a negative impact on the taxi industry. Evaluations in markets from New York City to Nebraska suggest that taxi ridership has declined as TNC ridership has increased. Taxis currently accept street hails, accept cash payments, and are often required to serve individuals with disabilities or who use a wheelchair. If the regulatory environment contributes to the TNC industry overtaking taxis, there may be negative consequences for individuals with disabilities and individuals without smartphones, credit cards, or bank accounts.

TNCs and Automated Vehicles

While TNCs and other new mobility services are evolving, the development of automated vehicles (AVs) is presenting another potential disruption in the transportation arena. Companies like Uber and Lyft, as well as many automobile manufacturing companies, are pursuing AV programs. Most recently, Lyft announced its AV research program and plans to develop a shared automated vehicle fleet (128). AVs operated by TNCs could lead to different transportation outcomes based on the degree of sharing that occurs and whether AVs enable longer trips or
generate more vehicle trips. While the timeline and implications of AVs themselves are still highly uncertain, policy makers can continue to monitor the activities of TNCs in this industry.

**Effects of TNC Policy on Future Market Activity**

During legislative and public debates on statewide TNC legislation in Texas and elsewhere, policy makers and TNC representatives have pointed to goals including supporting economic growth, maintaining public safety, and increasing transportation options. As the TNC market responds to the implementation of legislation introduced over the last five years, policy makers may consider monitoring how current legislation impacts TNCs and the public. Policy decisions can lead to unanticipated or undesirable side effects, such as efforts by incumbent companies to support regulations that create a situation where one party benefits from the decreased competition created by regulation (9).

Annual fees provide an example of how specific policy choices can impact the TNC market. TNCs are required to obtain a permit in 35 states and pay a fee to support administrative costs or transportation funding. However, the annual fees, which range as high as $111,250 per year, present a financial barrier limit for smaller, start-up TNCs to enter the market in those states. To better ensure fair market competition among TNCs, some states have introduced more nuanced fee schedules. For example, in Georgia and Rhode Island, TNCs pay graduated fees that are correlated with the number of registered TNC vehicles they have in operation. Georgia’s master license fee ranges from $1,500 for one to five vehicles to $300,000 for over 1,001 vehicles. Monitoring the impact of legislation and considering approaches that adjust to the rapidly changing environment that disruptive technologies create will help policy makers ensure that TNCs contribute to local, regional, and statewide goals.
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